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Wednesday, February 13,1985 
THE J3Q_ NEWS 
Vol. 67 Issue 79 
Twenty apply for 5 FPCC openings 
by Benjamin Marrison 
news editor 
Four members of the Faculty Personnel and 
Conciliation Committee resigned last semester 
because they believed the FPCC's decisions were 
being overruled by the administration too often and 
without Justification. 
One might believe the 18-member FPCC - de- 
signed to allow faculty members to appeal a Uni- 
versity decision - was losing its power and did not 
serve a purpose at the University. 
But this did not deter 20 tenured faculty members 
from applying for membership on the FPCC, 
according to Janet Schnupp Lee, chairperson of the 
Faculty Senate's Committee on Committees. This 
committee is responsible for recruiting faculty 
members to serve on committees. 
There were five vacancies that had to be filled on 
the FPCC - four because of resignations and one 
because a professor had taken a leave of absence, 
Lee said. 
Art Neal, chairman of the Faculty Senate, said it 
is unusual for such a large number of applications 
for only five positions. "I think that reflects the 
importance of the committee," Neal said. 
"THERE WAS A questionnaire sent out to all 
eligible faculty members," Lee said. To be eligible 
for FPCC membership, a professor must nave 
tenure and not be in an "administrative position - 
such as a department chair." 
"I don't know how many questionnaires were 
sent out, but 20 (of those eligible) responded," Lee 
said. 
Lee said her committee tried to "give as much 
Xsentation to as many units (departments and 
Is) as possible." 
She said she was pleased with the outcome. 
The five new FPCC members are from five 
different departments. The new members, all pro- 
Servicemen accused of 
taking Soviet weapons 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Two 
congressional committees are 
investigating the discrepancies 
in punishment for an admiral 
ana lower-ranking servicemen 
who were all accused of bringing 
Soviet weapons into the United 
States after the invasion of Gre- 
nada, Capitol Hill sources said 
yesterday. 
The House and Senate Armed 
Services committees have each 
asked the Navy, Army and Ma- 
rines for details of how the serv- 
ices handled the cases of Vice 
Adm. Joseph Metcalf III and 
seven soldiers and Marines. 
Metcalf, commander of the 
October 1983 invasion, was only 
cautioned after U.S. Customs 
agents found 24 AK-47 automatic 
rifles in his plane. But the five 
soldiers and two Marines were 
convicted, and in most of the 
cases, were sentenced to jail, 
fined and dismissed from the 
service. 
The congressional panels are 
trying to determine if Metcalf 
was given preferential treat- 
ment, said the sources, who 
would discuss the probes only on 
condition they not be named. 
The committees have asked 
for details of how the services 
handled incidents in which serv- 
icemen took weapons out of Gre- 
nada. They are seeking details 
of other cases in addition to 
Metcalf and the seven soldiers 
and Marines, if those cases ex- 
ist. 
THE PENTAGON HAS also 
announced it is investigating the 
handling of the cases. 
Meantime, two of the soldiers 
said their dismissals from the 
Army can't be justified in light 
of Metcalf's treatment. 
Former Staff Sgt. Allen Cas- 
sett said: "I'm more upset at the 
fact that he got away with it. not 
that he took them (the rifles). 
I'm not anti-military, I'm just 
disappointed in the military's judicial system. The punish- 
ment did not fit the crime." 
Former Army Capt. John 
Dorsz noted that he served a 
prison term and Metcalf didn't 
and commented, "but he did the 
same as I." 
The Navy has defended its 
handling of the case. Metcalf, 
the Navy said, was attempting 
to bring the captured Soviet 
weapons back as souvenirs; was 
not familiar with the regulations 
on war trophies and thought the 
rifles could be brought back as 
long as they were disabled; and 
took full responsibility for his 
actions. 
THE TWO MARINES were 
explicitly warned against bring- 
ing back the weapons, the Navy 
said. 
The Army also defended its 
handling of the cases involving 
the five soldiers. Lt. Col. Craig 
McNab, a service spokesman, 
said the Army "hasn't done any- 
thing peculiar in handling these 
cases. These men violated regu- 
lations and they were pun- 
ished." 
Following the incident, Met- 
calf was sent a letter by his 
superior, Adm. Wesley McDon- 
ald, Atlantic Fleet commander. 
The letter said the "caution" 
wouldn't become part of Met- 
calf's permanent record, but 
that he had committed a "care- 
less" and serious breach of reg- 
ulations that could embarrass 
the service. 
After the Grenada invasion, 
Metcalf was elevated to deputy 
chief of naval operations for 
surface warfare. 
Pell fraud investigated 
by Jim Nleman 
staff reporter 
Anyone thinking about putting in a false appli- 
cation for a Pell Grant had better think again. 
About 50 percent of the requests for Pell Grants 
undergo a validation process on the University 
level, according to Stephanie Piechowiak, assis- 
tant director of financial aid and student employ- 
ment. Only about 30 percent of the applications 
underwent a validation process a year ago. 
The Pell Grant program is the largest of the 
Federal grant programs. It is designed to provide 
a base of financial aid for needy students who 
want to continue their education beyond the high 
school level. There are approximately 3,200 stu- 
dents at the University who are currently receiv- 
ingsome of this aid, Piechowiak said. 
The course of the inquiry taken by the Univer- 
sity financial aid office depends on which part of 
the individual's application is being questioned by 
the Pell Grant national office. 
AREAS WHICH ARE most often scrutinized by 
the University are the income of the student's 
family, amount of taxes paid, household size, 
untaxed income, and determination of whether a 
student is a dependent of his parents, Piechowiak 
said. 
Most validations can be cleared up when the 
student or family supplies their 1040 income tax 
form, Piechowiak said. 
The financial aid office did not report any cases 
of fraud to the Pell Grant offices this past year, 
although they did have their suspicions, Piecho- 
wiak said. "We don't like to say that someone is 
lying on their loan applications unless we're 
positive," she said. 
"USUALLY IT'S AN honest mistake, (al- 
though) we've pulled some money off people's 
loans." 
"(In the future) it's going to be much harder for 
someone to falsify information," Piechowiak said. 
Not only will the forms require more information, 
but the method by which the program chooses the 
persons who are to undergo a further screening is 
going to be less random, she said. 
In the past year, there have been more in- 
stances of false information found on Pell Grant 
applications at the University than in past years, 
Piechowiak said. "The more you have to validate, 
the more you're going to find." 
There were 2.6 million recipients of Pell Grants 
last year, totalling over (2.7 billion, Bob Davidson 
of the operations division of Pell Grants, said. 
Defense Minister resigns 
OTTAWA (AP) - Defense 
Minister Robert Coates re- 
signed yesterday from the 
Canadian Cabinet, the Ca- 
nadian Press news agency 
reported, after a newspaper 
said Coates and two aides 
visited a West German night- 
club that featured nude danc- 
ers and prostitutes. 
According to the Canadian 
Press account, Coates told 
the House of Commons the 
reports were "wrong and li- 
beious" in suggesting that 
any breach of security was 
involved, and he said he had 
retained an attorney and 
started legal action against 
the Ottawa Citiien,, Which 
published a report on the inci- 
dent yesterday. 
The news agency said 
Coates' voice was breaking 
with emotion when he said in 
his resignation speech, "I'm 
a man of honor who respects 
Parliament." 
COATES DID NOT offer a 
direct explanation for re- 
signing but said he had as- 
sured Prime Minister Brian 
Mulroney of his innocence 
and his conduct, Canadian 
Press said. 
Mulroney said outside the 
Commons he has accepted 
the  resignation,  the  news 
agency said, adding that 
there was no immediate word 
on who would succeed Coates. 
Sources in Canada and Eu- 
rope told The Canadian Press 
the nightclub visit occurred 
during a four-country NATO 
trip by the defense minister 
and his aides. 
Canadian Press said a Ca- 
nadian source told the agency 
that Coates and his aides 
were receiving security pro- 
tection throughout the NATO 
trip, so it was known quickly 
in Ottawa that the trio had 
visited the nightclub. 
fessors, are: M. Neal Browne, economics; Louis 
Katzner, philosophy; Norman Myers, speech and 
communication: Donald Nelson, German and Rus- 
sian; and David Skaggs, history. 
ONE OF THE FOUR FPCC members resigning 
last semester was Janis Pallister - the committee's 
chairperson. Robert Romans, associate professor 
of biology, was elected to replace her. 
Romans, who has been on the FPCC for three 
years, explained how he became the chairman of 
the FPCC. "In the fall, before Christmas, there 
were a lot of resignations coming in. The members 
of the committee who had not resigned voted on a 
new chair because Jan Pallister was resigning - I 
was the one elected to replace her." 
The FPCC does not plan to do anything different 
than the past committee did. "We're going to 
function under the rules we have now. If they are 
changed, then we'U function differently," Romans 
said. 
"What we're going to do is wait on the Boren 
Committee's report, Romans said. "We are hop- 
ing to meet with President Paul Olscamp and Vice 
President Eloise Clark to voice common concerns 
and set the system functioning the way it is sup- 
posed to." 
THE BOREN Committee, chaired by Donald 
Boren, professor of legal studies, is working on a 
proposal to clarify the grievance procedure. Boren 
said the committee is 'looking at the requirements 
for filing a grievance, the time period in which the 
grievance must be filed and the overall procedure 
in general." 
Boren said the committee plans to present its 
proposal to the Faculty Senate's Executive Com- 
mittee within the next three weeks. 
Romans said he does not foresee any major 
problems, but noted, "There are always going to be 
differences of opinion. The system operates 
smoothly, but sometimes the people don't. 
BG News/Susan Croso Free screening 
Kathleen Gallagher, sophomore speech and hearing therapy major, gets Joyce Chapman, senior business 
major, fitted with a headset used with an audiometer for testing hearing. The screenings are being 
offered for free by NSSLHA (National Student Speech Language Hearing Association) today and 
Thursday in Room 335 of South Hall. 
USG needs funds 
Fee increase proposed 
by Nancy Bostwlck 
staff reporter 
An increase in undergraduate 
general fee funds that would go 
directly to the Undergraduate 
Student Government may make 
USG members more account- 
able to the students, Bob Wade, 
USG president, said last night. 
Wade suggested at the USG 
general assembly meeting that 
the USG finance committee in- 
vestigate the possibility of such 
an increase. 
The committee will discuss 
the possibility of such an in- 
crease and determine bow the 
issue will be raised, he said. 
USG will either bring a referen- 
dum to students or bring the 
proposal to the Board of Trust- 
ees. 
"I would rather go to the 
students but.. . that's not up to 
me it's up to the finance commit- 
tee," he said. 
According to Wade, if stu- 
dents see a set amount of their 
funds going to USG, they may 
want to be more aware of what 
their representatives are doing. 
At present, some students 
may opt to pay $2 to the Univer- 
sity Student Legal Service. USG 
does not want this proposal to be 
optional because if students re- 
fuse to pay. in a sense, they 
would not be represented by 
USG, Wade said. 
"The major advantage is that 
students are going to make ev- 
ery USG member accountable," 
Wade said. 
USG receives between $18,000 
and $19,000 from the ACGFA 
(Advisory Committee on Gen- 
eral Allocations) process, which 
is about five percent of the gen- 
eral fee fund, Wade said. USG 
will be proposing a $7,000 in- 
crease in their budget for next 
year to AGCFA. 
These funds, allocated to USG 
through ACGFA, can only be 
spent on certain things, Wade 
said. An increase in undergrad- 
uate student fees which would go 
directly to USG will give the 
organization more power in de- 
termining where their funds are 
spent, he said. 
This would include a restric- 
tion put en USG that does not 
allow funds to be spent on lobby- 
ing, he said. If the increase 
occurs USG would be able to 
fund lobbying. 
With the ACGFA process, 
USG is limited in allocating 
funding to other organizations, 
"Because of the ACGFA proc- 
ess and because of student's 
feelings, we feel USG is treated 
as an organization rather than 
as a governing body," he said. 
"I want USG to be a government 
that other organizations can 
turn to." 
Other benefits of an increase 
would also allow USG to hire a 
full-time secrete-y and give 
members the funds to attend 
conferences, he said. 
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Editorial- 
safety at cost 
Deregulation of the nation's airlines has relieved 
the burden on the traveler's pocketbook. But, 
unfortunately, it appears the consumers may be 
short-changed in the end. 
After SO years of regulation by the Federal 
Aviation Administration, the airlines are enjoying 
free competition by offering ultra-low fares. More 
people are flying the "friendly skies." But exactly 
bow friendly the skies will remain, and at what 
expense for consumers is still up in the air. 
The double duties of the FAA - to protect its 
travelers and to keep the business functioning - 
eventually could become conflicting. 
While travelers believe they are getting a good 
deal, they perhaps do not realize the financial well- 
being of the airlines has the potential of taking 
precedence over the well-being of consumers. 
This potential is becoming a reality, critics of 
FAA deregulation say. They charge the agency has 
overlooked safety violations of some commuter 
airlines and that several close calls of mid-air 
plane collisions have gone unreported. 
The FAA has admitted it has had a difficult time 
keeping up with the growing airline industry. To 
accomodate the changes, the agency is concentrat- 
ing on certifying new planes, rather than inspecting 
the ones in use. These are direct results of deregu- 
lation. 
We believe the airlines may take too much 
freedom with deregulation, the free-for-all compe- 
tition system and consumer safety. 
The airlines are big business. They want to make 
money. Eventually, they will have to cut corners. 
Let's hope the corners they cut will not leave 
consumers with their pockets full and their lives 
empty. 
Notes from the doctor 
Judging by the door 
by Doc Doherty 
"Don't judge a book by its 
cover." 
Remember back in grade 
school when Miss Miller re- 
peated that to you over and 
over? Do you remember think- 
ing bow dumb that was because 
everyone did it anyway? Well 
here we are in college, and still 
unabashedly doing that very 
same thing ... ana what easier 
way to judge a college student 
than by reading what he or she 
has on their door? A survey of 
certain campus residence halls 
revealed a great deal about the 
variety of students at Bowling 
Green... 
Some choice sayings... 
• "We're the best there is at 
what we do ... but what we do 
best isn't very nice." 
• "This dormitory is protected 
by a false sense of security." 
• "The probability of someone 
watching you is directly propor- 
tional to the stupidity of your 
actions." 
• "Money is the root of all evil 
... and women need roots!" 
• "Bowling Green Bored of 
EducaUon." 
• "There's no such thing as 
oversleeping." 
• "Remember, you're not at 
college ... you're at 
B.G.S.U."... as seen on the 
door of anR.A.! 
• "Abandon all hope ye who 
enter here." 
• "If he's good-looking, he's 
dumb; if he's great-looking, he's 
married; if he's neither, he's 
your blind date." 
• "Freshmen need love, too." 
• "Tomorrow could also be the 
last day of the rest of your life." 
• "lite Beer is a lot like quar- 
terbacks ... I can't wait to grab 
hold of one." (Are you listening, 
Brian McClure?) 
• "Blondes do have more fun" 
... as seen on the same door as 
"Only the cunning survive." 
• "The Moral Majority is nei- 
ther." 
• "Unless you're opportunity 
...don't knock!" 
• "Nothing can force me to 
drink. I'm a volunteer." 
• "There's nothing here worth 
dying for. No trespassing." 
Running out of space ... run- 
ning out of time. . .but I'm sure 
not running out of ideas ... 
there are 11,000 more doors on 
campus I haven't looked at yet! 
So stay tuned next week for a 
continuation, but until then, re- 
member Ade's law: "Anyone 
can win at anything, unless 
there happens to be a second 
entry." 
Mike 'Doc" Doherty is a fresh- 
man from Bowling Green who 
would welcome suggestions 
concerning a possible major. 
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AIDS: 
San Francisco's problem warrants legislation 
by Qoorgo Will 
SAN FRANCISCO - Well, says 
Menryn Silverman, suppose 
someone opened a Russian-rou- 
lette parlor, where adults so 
inclined could go risk their lives. 
Could the city be indifferent? 
Silverman recently resigned 
as director of health in this city, 
where there is currently a death 
a day due to AIDS (acquired 
immune deficiency syndrome). 
Two new cases are reported 
each day, which means that a 
year from now there will be two 
deaths a day. 
This city is - depending on 
your idea of civic virtue - fa- 
mous or notorious for its toler- 
ant attitude toward 
homosexuality. Ten to 15 per- 
cent of the population (75,000- 
100,000) are male homosexuals. 
Among many such men, unlike 
among lesbians, there is a pat- 
tern of promiscuity. 
Bathhouses, featuring private 
rooms and saunas or whirlpools, 
are relics of a generation ago. 
Before homosexuals felt able to 
"come out of the closet," such 
establishments were used for 
assignations by people who felt 
they had nowhere else to do 
what they were determined to 
do. Today, Silverman says, 
bathhouses are less used for 
that, although they still are used 
by, for example bisexual mar- 
ried men or others who desire 
secrecy. But bathhouses are 
symbols of "homosexual 
rights," so there was protest last 
April when Silverman promul- 
gated regulations to prohibit 
"unsafe sex" in bathhouses. 
San Francisco's yeasty politi- 
cal process stopped the regula- 
tions, so Silverman ordered the 
bathhouses closed. The owners 
"won" in court, but the court, in 
allowing them to remain open, 
essentially imposed Sllverman's 
"unsafe sex'' regulations, re- 
quiring monitoring of activity, 
forbidding private rooms and 
requiring lights to remain on. 
Silverman argues that be- 
cause of AIDS (and some less- 
harmful diseases) bathhouse 
sex is inherently unsafe. Bath- 
houses are frequently used for 
forms of group promiscuity that 
should not be described in a 
newspaper. 
To persons who say that the 
regulations will merely change 
the venue, not the quantity of 
nature, of homosexual activity. 
Silverman says: If couples meet 
in separate locations, the quan- 
tity of especially dangerous con- 
tacts will decline because group 
sex will decline. He says this u 
already happening under the 
tutelage of death: Watching a 
friend die is educational. When 
we see a wreck along a highway, 
Silverman says, we drive more 
slowly for the next few miles, 
then soon speed up. But AIDs 
has a more lasting deterrent 
effect. 
San Francisco spends several 
million dollars a year on educa- 
tion and counseling about sex- 
ually transmitted diseases. 
Information is, Silverman 
thinks, the primary reason for 
the changed behavior that has 
resulted ui a 75 percent reduc- 
tion in cases of rectal gonorrhea. 
Sexually transmitted diseases 
are paradigms of many of to- 
day's principal public-health 
problems, such as traffic acci- 
dents, cancer from smoking, 
alcoholism. They are "optionar' 
diseases in the sense that they 
can be radically reduced by the 
dissemination of information 
that modifies freely chosen be- 
havior. 
Silverman is opposed by liber- 
tarians who say the regulations 
violate "civil rights." They say 
that publicity about AIDS has 
been so effective that almost 
everyone is informed, and that 
sexual activity in private be- 
tween informed and consenting 
adults, even when dangerous, 
threatens only the consenters 
and thus is no business of gov- 
ernment. 
Silverman argues that even If 
the facts about AIDS have 
passed the threshold of public 
understanding that can be called 
"common knowledge," there 
are still victims who nave never 
given "informed consent" to the 
risk of infection. Victims include 
women who have sexual rela- 
tions with bi-sexual men, drug 
addicts who used tainted needles 
and recipients of tainted blood. 
But the argument for Silver- 
man's policy is most Interesting 
when it moves beyond nuances 
about informed consent, and be- 
Snd the 3ort of argument used 
Justify laws requiring seat 
belt use, or requiring motorcycl- 
ists to wear helmets. (If acyclist 
scrambles his brains and be- 
comes an invalid, his act is not just, as philospbers say, a "self- 
regarding" act. Rather, it is 
"other-regarding" because, 
thanks to the insurance industry 
and extensive government in- 
volvement in the provision of 
medical resources, we have so- 
cialized the burdens that result 
from individual irrationality, 
however consensual.) 
The form of ethical argument 
natural to Americans and fa- 
vored by libertarians favors 
libertarianism. It turns on strict 
Individualism - the individual's 
information, the individual's 
consent and the individual's 
rights, including his right to 
have government share the bur- 
dens he incurs. Such an argu- 
ment skews policy debates 
because it excludes communita- 
rian concerns, especially con- 
cerns for community values. 
The soul of Sllverman's argu- 
ment is that the city is not inter- 
fering with anyone's right to 
commit any sexual act, but only 
with the bathhouse owner's right 
to facilitate dangerous sexual 
activity. He says the reason the 
city is right to interfere is the 
same reason that a civilized dry 
would close a Russian-roulette 
parlor: Life is good, and the law, 
a powerful teacher for good or 
ill, should affirm the predous- 
ness of life by discouraging be- 
havior that cheapens it. 
Is this an argument for "legis- 
lating morality"? Yes. 
George Will Is a columnist for 
the Washington Post Writers 
Group. 
'Toiletgate' scandal distresses Cap 
by Art Buchwald 
It's amazing, but all the cost 
overrun scandals at the Penta- 
gon have to do with small items, 
and not big ones. First it was the 
$400 hammer, then the $7,900 
coffeemaker, followed by the 
$16,400 refrigerator - and last 
week, the $640 flying toilet seat. 
That's what Lockheed Air- 
craft charged the Navy for each 
one it installed in its P3 Orion 
submarine-hunting airplane. 
The press instantly dubbed it 
"Toiletgate," and the revelation 
couldn't have come at a worse 
time. When the seat was dis- 
played by Senator Roth of Dela- 
ware, all hell broke loose in the 
Defense Department. Cap Wein- 
berger was having enough trou- 
ble defending his budget on The 
Hill, and he was in no mood to 
justify the cost of plumbing fix- 
tures on a Navy aircraft 
in two crash landings and it 
didn't have a crack in it." 
"That's not the point. If you 
overcharge us for a BiNuptial 
cruise digitator no one is going 
to question it. If you bury a few 
thousand bucks in the Gaffney 
flick switch, or a Dalmane syn- 
thesizer, Congress will never 
find it. And if you want to up the 
price on a Flangle Dipthong 
Upsurge, we'll look the other 
way. But the American tax- 
payer knows what toilet covers 
cost. Besides, the reason this 
whole thing broke is a small 
contractor claims he could 
make the same seat for $200." 
"They all say that until they 
try to build one. It's not lust the 
seat but the research ana devel- 
opment that went into it. We had 
to build special simulator to 
make sure it would hold up at 
40,000 feet." 
"Why didn't you add those 
costs on to the Septum Firth 
chronometer? We could have 
absorbed them there." 
"Because $640 is peanuts in a 
multimillion-dollar airplane. 
Suppose we reduce the price to 
$5<W? We'll eat the difference." 
"It's too late. The Navy is 
thinking of canceling the order 
for the rest of the planes. If you 
don't come down on those seats, 
you can start closing the assem- 
bly line." 
"OK, give us a figure we can 
live with." 
"We're not going to pay more 
than $100 a seat." 
"You have to be kidding. We 
gave you the plan at cost, but 
our understanding was we could 
charge anything we wanted for 
the optional equipment." 
"Our argreement didn't in- 
clude coffee pots and com- 
modes. One hundred dollars or 
we take the whole program over 
to Grumman Aircraft?' 
"You have us over a barrel. 
We'll give it to you at that price 
but it will wipe out our entire 
profit margin. We only make 
$540 on each plane." 
The captain said, "That's your 
problem. I want a telegram on 
my desk about the price reduc- 
tion by this afternoon. If it isn't 
here, you're going to get a 'Dear 
John' letter from me in the 
morning." 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for 
the Los Angeles Times Syndi- 
cate. 
Two minutes after the list 
price for the seat surfaced, 
''general quarters" was 
sounded at the Pentagon, and 
everyone grabbed a phone. 
Weinberger called the secre- 
tary of the Navy, who called the 
chief of naval operations, who 
called the admiral in charge of 
aircraft procurement, who 
called the captain who heads up 
the P3 submarine-hunter pro- 
gram, who called Lockheed Air- 
craft for an explanation. 
"What the hell are you guys 
doing charging us $640 for a 
toilet seat?"he yelled into the 
phone. 
"We made a slight mistake," 
the Lockheed commode chief 
said. "We should have only 
billed you $564 for each one. 
We'll send you a rebate in the 
morning." 
"Do you know what's going on 
here in Washington? You've 
jeopardized the entire $313 bil- 
lion defense budget. You guys 
must be crazy." 
"Now wait a minute. That seat 
is made of fiberglass and plastic 
and will withstand any combat 
situation that the P3 hunter la 
bound to encounter. We tested it 
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World represented 
by Deborah Schmook 
staff reporter 
Of the 58 foreign countries 
represented by students at the 
University, Malaysia has the 
highest number of students -fol- 
lowed by Canada, Sri Lanka. 
Nigeria, Lebanon, Korea and 
Taiwan. 
"We recruit equally, but we 
tend to get more students from 
these countries," Douglas Daye, 
director of the Center for Inter- 
national Programs, said. 
"One and one-half years ago 
we had two Malaysian students. 
Now we have 80," he said. 
THE NUMBERS of students 
from the top 11 countries at the 
University are: 
Malaysia, 80; Canada, 35; Sri 
Lanka. 24; Nigeria, 23; Leb- 
anon, 17; Korea, 16; Taiwan, 15; 
India   and   China,   11   each; 
Greece and England, 10 each. 
Daye said the majority of the 
371 foreign students attending 
pared to the 14,000 who did last 
year. 
Other foreign students choose 
to come to the United States to 
gain specific skills in business, 
science and technology - not 
because their educational sys- 
tem needs improvement, Daye 
said. 
"MANY FEEL an American 
degree will create prestige and 
result in greater earning power 
over a lifetime than without it," 
he said. 
At the University, there are 
212 undergraduate foreign stu- 
dents ana 159 graduate stu- 
dents; 137 are women and 234 
are men. 
Daye said the cost of an Amer- 
ican education for foreign stu- 
dents   is   about  double   what 
American students pay at the 
University. 
"We estimate all total ex- 
penses to be $8,000 for under- 
Sad expenses," he said, adding 
it this includes tuition and 
the University this semester are 
from Asia. He said there has 
been an increase in students 
from southeast and east Asia in 
the last two or three years. 
Countries in southeast Asia 
include Malaysia, Singapore 
and Indonesia, he said, while 
countries in east Asia are Korea, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong and the 
People's Republic of China. 
There is no specific reason why 
more students from these coun- 
tries are attending the Univer- 
sity, Daye said. 
However, he said one of the 
reasons many Malaysians come 
to the United States is because 
their educational system needs 
improvement. 
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"Malaysia is in the process of 
strengthening and expanding its 
university system and at the 
present, is not able to handle the 
educational needs of the coun- 
try," Daye said. 
He said 18,000 Malaysian stu- 
dents are studying in the United 
States this academic year corn- 
living expenses over breaks. 
Daye said 46 foreign students 
live on campus while 325 of them 
live off-campus. 
As for the reasons foreign 
students choose the University, 
Daye said there are several. 
"BG has a general reputation 
of being solid, very competent 
and housed in a safe, quiet, non- 
threatening community where 
students will be free from some 
undesirable influences of some 
cities," he said. 
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One Urge One Item Pizza 
FREE DELIVERY     352-3551 
NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
* Two-bedroom apartments 
* Fully furnished 
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up 
and water paid by owner 
' Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed 
available 
$560 per person per semester (4 people) 
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block 
behind McDonalds Restaurant. 
Call Rich at 352-7182 
Watch for the Great 
Presidents Day Sale coming 
Mon. February 18th 
■Downtown Business associates- 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
TRY NEW 
SUNCHIPS 
Brand Crispy Corn Chips 
Available in 
Tender com and 
Tangy Cheese Flavors 
Save 2o< 
8& 
SHOP J.T.'s CARRY OUT 
For Your Valentines Day 
Wine Needs 
Wide Selection of Wine 
ai State Minimum Prices 
Don't lonja your Swnhuii. 
Stop J.T.'i CARRY OUT, 
B It* corwi of Ttanlln i Ridge 
Bernd Jeans & Tim* A 
352-5475 
i 
I 
I I I 
WINTER SPECIAL 
$4.75 13 In. On* lt»m Plixa 
VOTED SCSI PIZZA IN BG 
Ph. 352-5166 
203 North iTlain 
Op»n 4 p.m. 
Additional lt«m» 7 5* wo 
iHiMirvttt 0*090Mywt••<>    Expires 2/28/85 
on* coupon p*< pliza J 
IHIARDIGRAS 
Activities of 
COMMUTER 
OFF-CAMPUS 
ORGANIZATION 
! 
*HOT DOG 
SALE 
11-2 p.m. Monday, Feb. 11 
through Friday, Feb. 16 
*GO FER 
SALE 
11-1 p.m. Thurs. Feb. 16 
Auctioneer Dr. Jeff Gordon 
All Activities will be held 
in the Main Lounge, Moseley Hall 
:! 
:• 
; • 
TONIGHT! 
18&UP 
Where 
Toledo Dances 
l»W So-lli «W"r Komi. U*   Ohm «»M    M2- >»» 
PARTY WARS 
CONTINUE... 
Want to win a FREE PARTY with WRQN & 
RENEE'S? The university with the BEST ATTEN- 
DANCE wiD win the PARTY WARS COMPETI- 
TION! Busses running from the BGSU Union Oval 
at 8:00. 9:30 ft 11:00 with numerous return trips 
back during the evening. So if you're 18 & up come 
and represent BGSU TONIGHT at RENEE'S in 
"PARTY WARS" against the University of Toledo! 
BGSU 
^ ± 4 V 
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Minority talk heard 
by Deborah Schmook 
staff reporter 
'You have the 
sibilities to 
and re- 
:e sure that 
best education is achieved 
here," said Lola Glover yester- 
day, as she urged minority stu- 
dents to speak up for their 
rights. 
^'Don't assume that the Uni- 
versity has your best interests at 
heart just because a policy is on 
the books," Glover, the director 
of the Toledo chapter of the 
Coalition for Quality Education, 
said. 
Glover heads the citizen's 
group that was instrumental in 
alerting others of the recent 
racial segregation problem at 
Toledo's DeVilbLss High School. 
She told the 60-member audi- 
ence of primarily black students 
that minorities must take re- 
libility for the direction of 
•lives. 
CITING FIGURES from the 
University's Office of Educatio- 
nal Development, she said 571 
black students attend the Uni- 
versity. The University's total 
enrollment is nearly 16,700 stu- 
dents. 
An informal show of hands 
showed that students were dis- 
pleased with the numbers of 
black students and professors at 
the University. 
rid is not 95 percent 
Euroamericans,"   added John 
"The wo l
Scott, director of the Ethnic 
Cultural Arts program. "The 
numerical imbalance here is 
disastrous for your world point 
of view. 
"In every discipline there's a 
minority viewpoint. If you aren't 
getting a minority viewpoint, 
you're getting robbed," he said. 
According   to   the   figures, 
(\ 
A TTENTIONMACYS HAIR-IN CUSTOMERS 
Due to a lack of information on the 
part of Hotel Hairstyling, Mac/s Hair-in 
will not be closed during the remodeling 
of the store. 
^ %) 
Glover said 499 black under- 
graduate students and 72 black 
graduate students attend the 
University. Scott said 70 percent 
of minority underclassmen 
leave the University before their junior year. 
One reason for this, according 
to a black female In the audi- 
ence, is that there is no sense of 
a black community. The effort 
must be made to create your 
own community," responded 
Troy Lindsey, president of the 
Black Student Union. 
GLOVER AGREED and said 
the best survival strategy for 
black students is to won to- 
gether toward common goals. 
The University's 32 minority 
student organizations must 
work together, she said. 
Glover emphasized the need 
for students to understand the 
University's chain of command. 
Students often rely on the wrong 
individual to help them solve 
their problems and give up the 
fight when things don't change, 
she said. 
Scott also urged students to 
become active in minority con- 
cerns. 
Research urged 
GSS offers prizes 
by Nancy Boctwtck 
staff reporter 
In hopes 
search by 
Graduate 
awarding 
excellence in 
of re- 
ISenatewill be 
this April for 
" research, UITUC1HX  Ul   UllgUUU   iratOlUI
according to Kory Tilgner, GSS 
president. 
Original research Is that 
which has been conducted at 
least in part at the University, 
he said. 
The discussion over the possi- 
bility of offering monetary 
awards to graduate students for 
research began last spring. 
Tilgner said. The final details of 
the program were worked out 
prior to semester break. 
"The Graduate Student Sen- 
ate felt it was important to offer 
an award with a significant 
monetary prize because there is 
nothing like that available on 
campus," Tilgner said. 
d 
YOU'RE INVITED TO 
UPTOWN'S 
6th 
ANNIVERSARY-BIRTHDAY 
PARTY 
SATURDAY, FEB. 16 
$4.00 5 till 9 
•All you can drink draft 
-All you can oat DOMINO'S plzxal 
*FIRST 100 IN GET SPECIAL EDITION T-SHIRTS-FREE! 
•EVERYONE GETS A DOOR PRIZE! 
T-SHIRTS, HATS, BEER MUGS 
the revlon wave 
From Revlon, the PC2000 permonent wove... 
the diagnostic computer permonent. 
Glemby presents everything you've always 
wanted in a perm wave 
• A great look designed lor you by Glemby 
professionals 
• Superb shine and condition 
• Easy manageability 
• Achieved with the Realistic Diagnostic 
Perm Computer 
All specially priced at $30. haircut additional 
THE AWARD IS named in 
honor of Charles Shanklin, a 
retired member of the Board of 
Trustees, for bis service to the 
University. 
"He was a big supporter of 
students at the University. He 
was very concerned that stu- 
dents came first," Tilgner said, 
adding that Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government and GSS have 
their positions on the Board in 
part due to Shanklin. 
GSS will give $3,000 in award 
money to graduate students in 
three major prizes of $750 and 
three runner-up prizes of $290. 
The money will be awarded in 
three categories of research. 
These include Arts and Humani- 
ties, Social and Behavioral Sci- 
ences, and Sciences and 
Mathematics. 
"Fortunately, last year we got 
a rather sizable increase in our 
budget," he said. "We will now 
make it a practice to build the 
Shanklin Award into our bud- 
get." 
This award is the only one of 
its kind here at the University, 
Tilgner said. Two other funds 
are available for graduate stu- 
dents, but these are limited to 
defraying the costs of research- 
ing, presenting research or at- 
tending seminars. 
i "I see this as the most effi- 
cient use of our operating mon- 
ies, to offer graduate students 
monetary awards," be said. 
Deadline for submissions for 
the award is 5 p.m. Feb. 22. 
Campus Manor 
Apartments 
505   Clough 
352-9302  (anytime) 
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 
IN APARTMENT RENT? 
• 2 bedroom, furnished 1. On site management 
2. On site manintenance 
3. 3 minute walk to campus 
25 retail establishments 
within a 3 minute walk 
4. 
apartments 
• Gas, sewage, water & heat 
included in rent 
• Trash collected twice a week 
1
 Laundry facilities in each building 
VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE 
8 SUITE B15 _| 
Kohl and GSA 
sponsor annua 
Superdance 
by Ion Johnaon 
staff reporter 
University students are be- 
ing given the opportunity to 
"put on their dancing shoes" 
by participating in the 10th 
Annual Muscular Dystrophy 
Superdance, being sponsored 
by Kohl Hall and the Grad- 
uate Student Association. 
The dance, a 20-hour mar- 
athon, will begin at S pjn., 
Feb. 22 and end at 2 p.m. on 
Feb 23. It will be held in the 
Student Services Building. 
Students will obtain spon- 
sors to give them hourly 
or to give a specific 
I, Doug Albers, junior 
political science major and 
chairman of the event, said. 
All proceeds will be donated 
to the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association. 
There is no minimum limit 
to the number of donations 
needed to participate in the 
dance. "Bui if you have $15 or 
more In pledges you will re- 
ceive a T-shirt/' he said. 
"There will also be prizes for 
those who collect the most 
money." First prize is a home 
computer, second prize a por- 
table stereo and third prize a 
black and white television. 
For those who believe 
dancing for 20 hours may be a 
bit too exhausting, there will 
be food, games and entertain- 
ment. Jerry Anderson, 
anchorman at WTVG-TV. will 
emcee the dance. The band 
"Proof of Utah" will provide 
live entertainment 
"There will also be a lot of 
breaks -10 minutes each hour 
and other breaks for food," 
Albers said. "There will be a 
break about S a.m. for people 
to take showers if they want 
People won't be out there 
dancing for 20 hours or until 
they drop." 
This year, there is an added 
incentive for the dancers. 
Bowling Green will be com- 
with the University of 
to see which Univer- 
sity can raise the most money 
for Muscular Dystrophy. The 
winning school will receive a 
Those who are interested in 
nartfcHnaBng in the Super- 
dance may sign up in Univer- 
sity Hall or atthe front desk 
of any residence hall. 
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Delta Gamma would like to 
congratulate their new officers 
President 
V.P. Chapter Relations 
V.P. Pledge Education 
V.P. Rush 
Scholarship 
Recording Secretary 
Treasurer 
House Manager 
Panhellenic Delegate 
Corresponding Secretary 
Rituals Chairman 
Social Chairman 
Foundation Chairman 
Anchora P.R. 
Activities/Historian 
Fraternity Educator 
Song Chairman 
Jr. Panhel 
Asst. Pledge 
Rush Social 
Rush Recording 
Asst. Treasurer 
Alt. to Panhel 
Asst. Scholarship 
Asst. Rituals 
Asst. Social 
Asst. Foundation 
Alumnae Relations 
Lora Mays 
Mishelle Middleton 
Susan Burrows 
Kelly Fry 
Christine Wilkinson 
MaryFriedl 
Stephanie Gaspar 
Barb Newman 
Vickey Sullivan 
Kristin Peterson 
Kris Vesely 
Lisa Passov 
Amy McFarland 
Betsy Papenhagen 
Becca Wallace 
Paula Brody 
Chris Karda 
Allison O'Donnell 
DinaUlsh 
Molly Zang 
Lori Gerken 
Jill Flaig 
Anita Parker 
Kathy Dunagan 
Amy Beach 
Wendy Williams 
Monica Thein 
Linda Eggart 5 
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Mardi Gras prep phowj-cui. Pe.™ 
Brian Stowe. senior computer science major, paints the school mascot of Westview High , the "scapegoat." 
The Falcon's Nest will be converted into the "Funky Wlnkerbean" Room for the 1985 (JAO Mardi Gras theme 
"The Funnies Come Alive." 
WHEN YOU ARE HAVING 
PROBLEMS GETTING YOUR 
VALENTINE FLOWERS 
Come Out & See Us! 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
▼Sweetheart Roses 
V Long Stem Roses 
V Carnations 
VCheck Our In-House Specials! 
906 Napoleon Rd. 353-8381 
niiHiiiiiiiimimiHNiiHiiiiHiiwiiMBl 
The key to your favorite charity 
is 
The 1985 KEY 
Order a 1985 KEY during 
Charities Week (Feb 11-15) and 
The KEY will < onate $2 
to you • 
favorite ct arity 
Help your favorite cause and / X a great book to boot. 
To order, fill out the coupon below c the card that will be in your on- 
campus mailbox Monday. Deposit the :ard in the drop boxes at your 
dorm or at the Main Desk in the Un n, or simply mail the card, via 
campus mail, to The KEY, 310 Stud*   t Services. 
Name. 
Soc. Sec. No.. 
ORDER YOUR 
1985 KEY 
NOW 
I !    I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK 
Charg* the oost <»17.") to my ac- 
count. Do not pay for ih. book until 
MMad by tha buraar. 
C I'H tak* a yaarbook. but I won't b* 
bar* to pick It up n*xt fall. Plaaa* mail 
Th* KEY to tha addrats I'v* prevtdad 
baton) and charg* m* th* iddltomi 
S3.S0 mailing coat. 
Donata $2 to . Sand card to KEY Offic*, 
310 Studant Sarvfca* Bldg. by 
Campu* mail. 
MARDI 
GRAS 
1985 
THE FUNNIES COME 
ALIVE" 
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Burglar arrested 150 times 
CHICAGO (AP) - Joseph 
"Pops" Panczko is hardly 
shy and police say be appar- 
ently isn't retiring either: 
They just arrested the 66- 
year-old burglar for at least 
the 150th time. 
Panczko, whose eight-page 
police record goes back 
nearly five decades, was re- 
leased Monday after posting 
a $25,000 bond on a burglary 
charge. 
"He is more or less a li 
legend,"   said   Sgt.   Ph 
Watzke, who works the dis- 
trict where Panczko's latest 
arrest took place. "He's noto- 
rious - armed robberies, bank 
robberies, burglaries, you 
name it." 
Panczko has often regaled 
arresting officers and report- 
ers with his gift of gab, once 
offering the alibi, "I don't 
know nothing and I can prove 
it" 
And rather than shy away 
from the notoriety that fol- 
lowed in the wake of so many 
arrests, he once told report- 
ers his reputation as a law- 
breaker had its advanf 
"I buy watches lei 
tely for $11 each and sell them 
for $20 after telling people 
they re 'hot,'" he said outside 
a courtroom during one of his 
trials. 
AND THAT BUSINESS he 
continued, was easier than 
driving a soda truck, the job 
from which his nickname 
"Pops" stemmed. 
Panczko's latest arrest 
came Saturday at his North- 
west Side home. Also ar- 
rested   and   charged   with 
posting i 
$7,500 bond. Both men are to 
appear in court Feb. 27. 
They were taken into cus- 
tody after police officers 
watched two men break into a 
parked car and traced the 
license plate of the getaway 
car to Panczko, said Sgt. Pat- 
rick Heenan. 
Heenan said stakeouts 
were set up in the area be- 
cause of an increasing num- 
ber of car burglaries. 
Panczko is the senior mem- 
ber of a family that has 
logged more than 200 arrests 
and a dozen convictions. 
Alleged poisoner 
allowed to travel 
Entire Chilean Cabinet resigns 
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) - 
President Augusto Pinochet yes- 
terday fired two leading civilian 
Cabinet members who had 
urged him not to renew the state 
of siege he has used to crack 
down on the political opposition. 
The entire 16-member Cabinet 
resigned Monday at Pinochet's 
request.   He   reappointed 
terday, 
after the state of siegi 
14 
members yes   10  days 
lie e was re- 
Special Offer■ 
Carousel 
Beauty Shop 
$5 
HAIRCUTS 
30% off PERMS 
Ask for Peggy Or Susan 
Braiding Styles Available 
140 E. Wooilw. 352-0800 
Mon.-Sat 9-5 30 Thurs  'till 8 p.m 
#REDKEN coupon Good thnj 2/27/66 NEXUS 
newed, but dismissed Interior 
Minister Sergio Onofre Jarpa 
and Finance Minister Luis Esco- 
bar. Four of the reappointed 
ministers are military officers. 
Jarpa and Escobar, both con- 
servatives, had argued pri- 
vately against the 90-day 
renewal of the state of siege, 
which bans opposition news me- 
dia and political activity. Pino- 
chet, an army general, decreed 
the emergency measure Nov. 6 
to quell political violence and 
demonstrations calling for a 
swift return to democracy. 
PINOCHET, W. took power in 
a September 1973 coup against 
elected government of I the Marx- 
ist President Salvador Allende 
and has vowed to stay in office 
until at least 1989. 
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SEND YOUR VALENTINE 
A "HEART SHAPED" 
* PIZZA 
You can order any size pizza in a heart 
9 shape (at NO EXTRA COST) along 
6 with a message or a card. Orders sent 
? to a 2nd party must be prepaid. (We 
A can pick up any pre-payment and cards 
£ during the week between 4pm and 
" midnight). 
£ CALL FOR DETAILS   Open 4pm 
4GKi«i«i*<3 ♦3^<3-«<3-€<3«}^O«0«r«<3«3-«<3^<3-«3-«3-«<3 ♦O 
FREE DELIVERY e> 
352-5166 
203 N. Main 
* FLORIDA 
TWA-AAA FALCON FLY-AWAY 
3 GAMES LEFT TO REGISTER 
Feb. 16 BG vs Western Mich. 1,000 TUBES OF C0PPERT0NE and 1,000 
PAIRS OF SUNGLASSES, Compliments of 
Coopertone, Burger King and Pepsi 
Feb. 20 BG vs Eastern Mich. 1,000 FLYING DISCS, Compliments of Little 
Kings and California Cooler 
Feb. 27 BG vs Northern Illinois 1,000 FOAM CAN HOLDERS, Compliments 
ONLYBGSUSTUDENTS[ARE ELIGIBLEVO"0N THE SPRING BREAK 
¥8EJA&9RU?£iJJIErFR§T Kfi°° FANS ENTERING ANDERSON ARENA ON GAME NIGHTS WILL RECEIVE PROMOTIONAL ITEMS. 
„...» . FOLLOW THE FALCONS AND 
WIN A SPRING BREAK TRIP TO FLORIDA! 
Leasing For Fall 1985 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835 High St. - Rental Offic. 
located at Chwrywood Health Spa 
Phono 352-9378 9:00 - 4:30 Monday - Friday 
Apartment Complexes 
Haven House 
Piedmont-8th & High St. 
Brchwood Place - 6S0 Sixth St. 
Small Bldgs. - Manville between 
6th & 7th 
707 Sixth St. 
818 Seventh St. 
/ 
Features: 
2 bedroom-carpeted 8 furnished 
Gat heat - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
1 1/2 bath 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which 
has been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool 
• Indoor Heated Pool 
* Sun Lamps 
• Metos Sauna 
• Shower massage 
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1  bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Jarpa  entered  the govern- 
ment 18 months ago to provide a 
ater civilian presence. Esco- 
• was Chile's chief negotiator 
with its foreign creditors. 
Replacing Jarpa is Ricardo 
Garcia Rodriguez, a lawyer and 
banker little known in political 
' circles. 
Hernan Buchi, who has been 
superintendent of banks, re- 
placed Escobar. Buchi is one of 
the "Chicago Boys" - the name 
given Chileans who studied with 
the American free-market econ- 
omist Milton Friedman. 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The attor- 
ney for Dr. Michael Swango, 
accused in the non-fatal poison- 
ings of five paramedics in Illi- 
nois, said yesterday that 
Swango's bond had been mod- 
ified rtwo or three times" late 
last year to permit him to travel 
out of state. 
Affidavits collected by police 
in Quincy, Dl indicate that 
Swango worked at five Ohio 
hospitals last November and 
December, in what police said 
was an apparent violation of his 
bond. But Swango's attorney 
Dan Cook of Quincy, said 
Swango's bond was modified in 
November and December to 
permit him to travel out of state. 
Last week, the 8th Judicial 
Circuit Court in Adams County, 
TJL, denied a state attorney's 
request that Swango's bond on 
the poisoning charges be in- 
creased to $50,000. The court 
subsequently granted a motion 
by Scott that permits Swango to 
travel to Florida, where Swango 
has relatives, and Ohio. . 
Cook said there was nothing 
unusual about the bond modifi- 
r Dateline— 
Wednesday,  Feb. 13. 
Peer Nutrition Consulting 
Service — The Peer Nutri- 
tion Consulting Service is 
open today from 11:30 a.m. 
to 1 p jn. in the Student Well- 
ness Center. Stop by Room 
220 of the Health Center or 
call 2-0302 for an appoint- 
ment or information. 
cations that permitted Swango 
to travel out of state. 
"People have bonds altered 
frequently " he said. "It's Just 
suddenly become big news to 
you people back there." 
ASKED WHY SWANGO 
wants to come to Ohio, Cook 
said, "I have no idea. As far as I 
know, he has a license to prac- 
tice medicine there." 
In Ohio, Swango is being in- 
vestigated by the office of 
Franklin County Coroner Wil- 
liam Adrion and the State Medi- 
cal Board, both of which have 
subpoenaed records of patients 
treated during Swango's neuro- 
surgery residency at Ohio State 
University Hospitals from July 
1963 through last June. 
During his residency, Swango 
was investigated and cleared in 
connection with seven patient 
deaths. University Hospitals of- 
ficials later declined to renew 
Swango's residency. 
Late last year, Swango 
worked at five hospitals in 
northern Ohio after he was hired 
by National Emergency Serv- 
ices of Toledo, which provides 
doctors to hospitals on a con- 
tractual basis. 
Nontraditional Students As- 
sociation — NTSA will hold a 
meeting from 6-7 p.m., 2nd 
floor lounge of the Student 
Services Building. 
Bowling Green Peace Coali- 
tion — Bob Pesek, coordina- 
tor of the Toledo Committee 
on Central America, will 
speak on a nonviolent resolu- 
tion in Nicaragua, 8 pjn., 
Room 203 Hayes Hall. 
ESCORT SERVICE 
NEEDS YOU! 
Volunteers needed for: 
Walkers • Drivers • Dispatchers 
Applications available at the Off-Campus Studenl\ 
Center- Basement of Moseley Hall Or Call 372-0360 
Student Recreation Center 
SUNSHINE AUCTION 
Sunday, Feb. 17 
Activity Center 
3:00-5:00 p.m. 
(free admission) 
• Arts & Crafts • Posters • Paintings 
- All proceeds go to 
The American Cancer Society 
Sponsored by: 
SRC Student program board & 
American Cancer Society 
^ 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
FALL SEMESTER 
•Heat    *Water 
•Cable   *Trash Removal 
All included 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF 
LEASE 
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31 
Locations available just 6 blocks from campus 
400 E. Napoleon     352-9135    9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment 
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Cincinnati judge claims venue 
Coleman, Brown trials set 
CINCINNATI (AP) - A Ham- 
ilton County judge ruled yester- 
day that he has jurisdiction to 
try former fugitive Alton Cole- 
man on a local murder charge, 
rejecting Coleman's claim that 
he was improperly transferred 
to Cincinnati 
"We have venue. We have 
Jurisdiction,"   Common   Pleas 
udge Richard Niehaus told de- 
fense lawyers. ■ Niehaus rejected a defense 
contention that Coleman was 
Improperly transferred by a fed- 
eral judge from the custody of 
federal authorities in Dayton, 
Ohio, to state authorities in Cin- 
cinnati. 
Peter Rosenwald. a court-ap- 
pointed lawyer for Coleman, had 
argued that U.S. District Judge 
Walter Rice of Dayton lost au- 
thority to transfer Coleman and 
alleged accomplice Debra 
Brown to Cincinnati after sen- 
tencing them Jan. 7 in a kidnap- 
ping case. Rosenwald argued 
that Coleman and Brown had 
been legally transferred into 
federal custody and that Rice 
had no authority to transfer 
them to state custody. 
But Niehaus ruled that the 
Hamilton County prosecutor's 
office had followed proper pro- 
cedure by filing a writ of habeas 
corpus to obtain custody of the 
couple. 
NIEHAUS ALSO granted a 
defense reouest that sheriff's 
officers make Brown available 
for jailhouse meetings with the 
Man convicted 
of rape charges 
SEATTLE (AP) - Kevin Coe 
was convicted on three counts of 
.-rape in his second Spokane 
: "South Hill rapist" trial, but a 
; jury was unable to reach a ver- 
; diet on a fourth count. 
Coe, a 38-year-old former real ■ estate salesman, was charged in 
; four of nearly 40 brutal sexual 
'•■ assaults blamed on the "South 
: Hill rapist," who terrorized that 
• quiet Spokane neighborhood be- 
tween 1978 and 1961. 
His original 1981 convictions 
on the same four first-degree 
rape charges were overturned 
by  the   Washington  Supreme ££ 
Coe's mother, Ruth Coe, was 
-convicted in 1982 of trying to 
arrange the murder of the Judge 
::and prosecutor in her son's first 
:
 trial. She served nearly a year in 
::work release. 
'-:   The King   County  Superior 
:
 Court jury of nine women and 
three men had deliberated al- 
most 37 hours since receiving 
the case a week ago. The jurors 
told the judge they were dead- 
locked on one count involving 
the Aug. 30, 1960 rape of a 15- 
year-old girl. 
That count was the one for 
which Coe had the strongest 
alibi. His father, Gordon Coe, 
testified that Coe was with him 
and his wife, at their home that 
night to watch television until 2 
a.m. 
Each first-degree rape count 
carries a maximum penalty of 
20 years to life. 
The state high court last sum- 
mer found numerous mistakes 
by the judge and prosecutor in 
Coe's original Spokane trial, in- 
cluding the admission of testi- 
mony from previously 
hypnotized witnesses. 
Coe testified in both trials and 
denied committing the rapes. 
The Bigger Burger 
with the Better Taste. 
It's Ponderosa's Thicker, Juicier 
'/, lb. Chopped Steak Burger. Only $1.99! 
Come into Ponderosa and try the new v., lb. Chopped Steak Burger. 
Each is steak-broiled just the way you like it. And it'sonly $1.99! 
With The World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet"', it's only S3.59. 
Bring the whole family in and try the February Feature - the 
Bigger, Better Burger! Only at Ponderosa. 
BowHng Creen: 
1544 E. Wooster Street 
352 (l-ttil 
t9*tt PonOfOM. tnc 
PONDEROSA^ 
couple's lawyers before their 
March 11 trial dates. Coleman 
and Brown face separate trials 
on charges they killed Marlene 
Walters, 44, of suburban Nor- 
wood, and beat her husband, 
Harry, 45. 
Coleman and Brown are con- 
fined in separate Hamilton 
County jails in Cincinnati. They 
also face charges in another 
case that they killed Tonnie 
Storey, 15, of Cincinnati. 
Coleman and Brown, both 
from Waukegan, 111., were ar- 
rested July 20 in Evanston, 111., 
to face charges or allegations 
that they were responsible for a 
series of slayings, abductions 
and beatings across the Mid- 
west.   After   the   Cincinnati 
charges,   they   face   murder 
charges in Toledo, Ohio, and 
Lake County, Ind. 
They were sentenced Jan. 7 in 
Dayton to 20 years each in fed- 
eral prison for the abduction last 
July of Kentucky college profes- 
sor Oline Carmical Jr. from 
Islington, Ky., to Dayton. Car- 
mical was found locked in a car 
trunk, but otherwise unharmed, 
in Dayton. 
NIEHAUS   AND   FELLOW 
Common Pleas Judge Fred Car- 
tolano, presiding in the Walters 
case, ruled last week that Ohio 
law requires that Coleman and 
Brown be tried separately in the 
Walters case. 
Patient surviving 
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) 
A 12-week-old, 9-pound girl, 
apparently the youngest pa- 
tient to survive liver trans- 
plant surgery, was in critical 
but stable condition Monday 
and progressing "as we were 
hoping she would," her doc- 
tors said. 
Marissa Emple, daughter 
of Gerald and Jane Emple of 
Brookfield. received a do- 
nated liver Saturday in a 9V4- 
hour operation at the Yale 
University hospital. 
"I am not aware of anyone 
as young to have undergone 
the operation in the United 
States" and possibly in the 
world, Dr. M. Wayne Five 
said at a news conference. He 
based that on conversations 
with colleagues around the 
country. 
The operation was per- 
formed because of a condition 
called tyrosinemia. which 
made it impossible for Mari- 
ssa to metabolize the protein 
tyrosine. The protein is essen- 
tial for growth, but a buildup 
of unconverted protein has 
toxic effects and would even- 
tually have been fatal, doc- 
tors said. 
Mind Reader 
Craig Karges 
knows you'll 
be there to watch his 
unbelievable feats 
Thursday, Feb. 14 
8:00 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom 
Free 
part of 
MARDI GRAS '85 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
AVOID HIGH HEAT BILLS-CHOOSE AN APARTMENT WITH FREE 
HEAT!!! 
801 FIFI/""* ti  n *£« apts. Washer/dryer in bl(f"riv|    parkinq lot. FREE HEAT, WATER, 
VZVL 0£C   r- ^    L   O   C   r- 
216 MANVILLE: 2 buTTrunO aFdr^ TO CAMPUS. NewTTfjt D«>H>€p| mo lease 
only. ALL FREE GnuTllLy LJ 
649 SIXTH: 2 bdrm furn. apts.  1V4  baths. Washer/dryer in bldg.  Private parking  lot.  FREE 
HEAT, WATER & SEWER. 
309 HIGH: CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2 bdrm furn. apt.s Washer/dryer in bldg. Private parking lot. 
FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER, CABLE TV. 
825 THIRD: 12 month leases only. 1 bdrm apts FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER. 
228 S.  COLLEGE:  FREE HEAT, WATER,  SEWER • Quaint cottege chain. Private entrances, 
laundry facilities. 
810,815 FOURTH: 1 bdrm furn apts, private entrances, private parking. 12 month leases. 
FOR YOUR COHVENIENCE OUR OFFICE HOURS ARE: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
and Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
352-5620 328 8. MAIN 
Pizza taste tested 
COLUMBUS (AP) - When 
Domino's Pizza advertised in a 
local newspaper for an "under- 
cover" consumer, it took only a 
day to fill the job. But Domino's 
cautions that the lucky applicant 
wont exactly be rolling in the 
dough. 
Domino's advertised in Sun- 
day's Columbus Dispatch for the 
mystery consumer, one of thou- 
sands nationwide who are paid 
$7 monthly to buy, eat and eval- 
uate one of the company's piz- 
zas. 
By midday Monday, thejob of 
official taster had been filled. 
"We got dozens of calls in the 
first few hours," said Domino's 
Julie Dotts. "People watch for 
our ads and start calling our 
number as soon as the newspa- 
pers come out." 
Dotts and her staff of 13 work- 
ers coordinate the company's 
national "Mystery Customer 
Program" from Domino's head- 
quarters in Ann Arbor, Mich. 
"FOR *7. WE get to pick their 
brains and get a lot of good 
information about our service," 
Dotts said. "Each month we 
send the results to the store 
managers." 
Official tasters answer a 25- 
item questionnaire about every- 
thing from how the pizza tastes 
to whether delivery was cour- 
teous and prompt. 
The company hires two tast- 
ers for each store. Since it began 
seven years ago, the taste-test- 
ing program has mushroomed to 
include all the company's 2,000 
stores. 
HAVE-A-SACK! 
A Sack of Hamburgers That Is. 
6 VJb. Hamburgers *5°° 
Eat In-Take Out-Delivery 
BJ's Food Emporium 
143 E. tr/oo*ter 
352-7603 
2/17/85 
Pay for one, 
ike nome two. 
i >i<l' i    'in-1 hrrs\   »li-lif II.HN |u//;i li*>ni 1 
Mllll \\ • - .1111 ■ ■lll.it It :111 \  (<i\c \illl Ittii   | In I 
lln   so-<IIicl mil- j> mi ii    \\, 
i.ill 111.11 puu!puu< 
pizza! pizza! 
One law 
BOWLING 
GREEN 
112 Mercer St. 
(Mercer at Wooster behind McDonald's) 
354-6500 
Large ojg 
with 2 ilami 
lor only SMS i • 
-2/1W1S 
Buy any Largt |>fznJ|MXu4 
and racalva a Loaf of Crazy Bread v 
Of   32 Ol. Soft Drink   FREE 
« lauauii COTM* m U-« (a«o. pa> ci 
2J1S/S5 
IMt 
l^fe$l0FF 
SALE 1 
Downtown 
THIS COUPON ENTITLES HOLDER  TO $1   OFF 
ITEMS BELOW OR ANY OTHER REGULARLY PRICED 
LP, PRERECORDED TAPE OR COMPACT DISC IN STOCK. 
Good Thru Feb. 20, 1985 
CBS 
CULTURE CLUB 
WAKIM. 11'ttlTII 
llll   11(11 si. n\ Mill 
mtttUm 
I h* Wa. Song / OlM> I IMh AbOM N 
Maflo Gooob,*/ lh» HM« Sono 
       MIIIBM MB 1 
PHILIP BAILEY 
CHINESE WALL 
Photogen.c Amor* 
(My Lover (Out) wit* •tul Coti,->*-, 
i CoC'an/Wa*ing On The CraneM «rW 
CMOW* * The Gneae 
BARBRA STREISAND 
l-.UOTIOS 
•ncluafnq 
Left In TrWDa'k 
WYNT0N MARSAUS 
HOT HOUSE FLOWERS 
W/Fer AH We « 
I My ArM*noo<. 
» »»u Wttth {. 
L95 5 Only...^^ Only...d^ 
with coupon with coupon 
OPEN 7 DAYS / M-Sat 1010, Sundays 12-5 
SRQTJS. JKJ Newi/February 13,1965 8 
Thompson goes 
to Milwaukee 
RICHFIELD (AP) - 11* 
Milwaukee Bucks on yester- 
day acquired second-year 
guard-forward Paul Thomp- 
son, who currently is out of 
action with an injury, from the 
Cleveland Cavaliers in a Na- 
tional Basketball Association 
deal also involving future 
draft choices. 
The Bucks agreed to give 
the Cavaliers the right to their 
second-round draft position in 
the next NBA draft. 
The Cavaliers also will have 
right to Milwaukee's second- 
round draft position in 1987, 
but only if Thompson, a Tu- 
lane graduate, is activated by 
the Bucks this season and 
plays in at least 10 Milwaukee 
regular season and-or playoff 
games. If Thompson fails to 
play in 10 games, Cleveland 
would then be entitled to Mil- 
waukee's third-round draft po- 
sition in 1967. 
Thompson, 23, was placed 
on Cleveland's injured list 
Jan. 23 with a stress fracture. 
He was expected to be out of 
action another two to four 
weeks. 
At 6-6 and 211 pounds, 
Thompson split time for 
Cleveland as a guard and for- 
ward since he was Cleveland's 
third-round draft choice, the 
50th pick overall, in the NBA's 
1963 draft. 
This season, Thompson was 
averaging 10.5 points a game 
and 3.5 rebounds in 33 Cleve- 
land games. 
If Thompson is activated, he 
will most likely take the place 
of swingman Junior Bridge- 
man, lost in a trade with the 
San Diego Clippers earlier this 
season. 
The Bucks hosted New Jer- 
sey last night while the Cavs 
travel to New Jersey tonight 
for a game with the Nets start- 
ing at 7:35. 
Morrow, Groth still on top 
by Sieve Qulnn 
assistant sports editor 
Tfton&t 
PIZZA 1/2 PRICE TILL 9:00 
with beverage purchase 
WEDNESDAY ONLY 
INSIDE ONLY 
i 
I 
I 
352-3551   I 
EnmrgKJ (O W>« cWUrf J&C *>"»<»Co . inc 
Give Her a Kiss 
to Express Your Love 
This beautifully crafted sterling silver kiss by 
J&C Fef rara is a perfect gift for any occasion when 
you want to show affection. And, how about wrapping 
it with a package of real Hershey's Milk Chocolate 
Kisses to satisfy her sweet tooth. Then, the rest is 
up to you—a kiss or two of your own wouldn't be bad. 
Kiss irvSterling Silver 
Also available in 14K Gold and 18K Gold. 
SMCiufviy Ltcmnfd Trwtomvk ol Heishiy fooO$ Corp 
125 N. MAIN ST.        J * c '•"•'• c° ,nc "»">•• ~" 
HRS: Mon-Tue-Wed-Frl 10-6 
Thur 10-8. Sat 10-5 I * r LRV >to«* 
Jeff Groth, Ken Morrow and 
Bruce Bellard were inducted 
into Bowling Green's Athletic 
Hall of Fame last Friday. 
Bellard. a former BG football 
coach and player, now holds the 
office of Mayor in Bowling 
Green. 
But Groth and Morrow are 
still doing what they did best at 
BG - playing their respective 
sports, this time on a profes- 
sional level. 
Groth plays wide receiver for 
the New Orleans Saints while 
Morrow serves as a defenseman 
for the New York Islanders. 
For Groth, New Orleans was 
not his first stop in the NFL. He 
was drafted in the eighth round 
by the Miami Dolphins in 1979, 
then joined the Houston Oilers 
that year after the Dolphins 
released him. 
In his two years with the Oil- 
ers, he only caught five passes 
for 11 yards, but still enjoyed his 
short stint as his team qualified 
for the playoffs in 1979. 
"Going all the way to the 
playoffs is the biggest thrill I've 
ever had," Grothsaid. "It was 
great participating on a team 
doing that well, and being on the 
top of the heap." 
when the Oilers released Bum 
Phillips, the Saints hired Phil- 
lips as head coach and Groth 
followed him, signing as a free 
agent. 
GROTH MADE an instant im- 
Kct with the Saints aft they used 
i receiving abilities more than 
the Oilers. In his first season 
with the Saints he caught 20 
passes for 380 yards and one 
touchdown. Also in his opening 
season Groth returned 38 punts 
for 436 yards. 
In the following three seasons, 
he averaged 37 receptions for 
485 yards and was the team's 
leading receiver in all three 
years. 
Despite a 7-9 record last year, 
Groth  still  likes  the  Saints' 
chances of becoming a strong 
team. 
"We're got a lot of talent," 
Groth said. "We have two great 
quarterbacks (Richard Todd 
and Dave Wilson), more running 
bveks than we know what to do 
with. We've got a tough defense 
right now." 
While at BG, Groth's athletic 
talents went beyond football. He 
also lettered four years in base- 
ball. He still holds BG career 
records in triples (13), total 
together such a great team and 
made it work,'' Groth said. 
"They have a great quarterback 
and passing game that are na- 
tional ranked. National recogni- 
tion is so important. 
"You wait and see, the next 
couple of years more and more 
offensive linemen will want to 
play with a team that has a good 
passing game," he said. 
''Teams with a good running 
re are not a stepping stone to 
pros because if a lineman 
Jeff Groth 
bases (303), stolen bases (77), 
and RBI (132). 
When donning a football uni- 
form, be lettered four years and 
also has a few BG career re- 
cords. They include most passes 
caught (136), most yards gained 
receiveng (2268), and most 
touchdowns caught (18). 
MORROW, WHO went to BG 
the same four years as Groth, 
recognized the Saints receiver's 
athletic ability. 
"He's a great all-around ath- 
lete," Morrow said. "If he had 
taken up hockey, be probalby 
would have been good at it. I'd 
like to see him play if I could get 
the chance." 
Being a receiver, Groth said 
be enjoys following his alma 
mater's football team and its 
strong passing game. 
"The coaching staff has put 
Ken Morrow 
can't pass block, he can't make 
it in the NFL." 
In the off season Groth, who 
graduated with a degree in busi- 
ness administration, is working 
toward a license in real estate. 
He hopes to be licensed before 
next season begins. 
Unlike Groth, Morrow did not 
enter the pro ranks after fin- 
ishing his career at BG. Before joining the Islanders he helped 
the United States Olympic 
hockey team win a gold medal in 
Lake Placid. 
HE CREDITED his coach 
Herb Brooks for the team's 
"Give him 90 percent of the 
credit," Morrow said. "He stuck 
with what he thought was right. 
I never had any trouble with 
him. We felt confident in our- 
selves, but I would say we were 
hoping to get into the playoffs." 
After winning the gold medal. 
Morrow went on to play the final 
18 games for the Islanders and 
helped them win the first of f our 
Stanley Cup titles. 
His statistics are not the most 
impressive as be has recorded 
10 goals and 54 assists in five 
years. However, three of bis 
goals have come in overtime 
play and resulted in game-win- 
ners. 
His most recent overtime goal 
came last year when in the final 
game of the playoff series 
against the New York Rangers. 
"That was probably my big- 
gest goal," Morrow said. ''Any- 
time you score in the playoffs, 
it's important. People in New 
York said that was one of the 
biggest games in the playoffs." 
If it were not for a knee Injury 
which has sidelined Morrow for 
most of this season, fans at 
Saturday's BG-Michigan State 
hockey game would not have 
had the chance to cheer USA, 
USA, USA for Morrow when he 
entered the ice between periods 
two and three. 
"It's (knee injury) kind of a 
blessing in disguise," Morrow 
said. 'It's really nice to get 
back. The bathing is that I got 
to see a lot of my old friends. 
While at BG, Morrow earned 
all-America honors, the first BG 
hockey player to do so. Three 
times he was named to the Cen- 
tral Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion first team, and once the 
CCHA's most valuable player. 
"He was a great defensman at 
BG," former BG coach Ron Ma- 
son said. "He has agreat mind 
for hockey. He is very intelli- 
eent. It (induction) couldn't 
ave happened to a nicer guy. 
He is still the same Ken Morrow 
even after winning the gold 
medal and four Stanley Cups." 
Morrow says he still fallow's 
BG hockey with great interest as 
he watched the Falcons win the 
NCAA title, 5-4 in four overtime 
periods over Minnesota-Duluth, 
last year more than once on 
cable television. 
I EIGHTH STREET APARTMENTS 803-815 Eighth Str s —t     ^ 
* CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
* 2 Bedrooms 
* Furnished and unfurnished 
* All conditioned 
* Gas heat 
* Laundry facilities 
* $265-$300 per month 
* Interest on security deposits for leases signed 
before March 31 
* Qualified renters only pay $100 deposit -good 
til 2/15/85 
GREENBRIAR 
224 E. Wooster 
352-0717 
Howard's dab H 
Lisa Bimbach, author of 
"The Official Preppy Handbook' 
and 
"Lisa Birnbach's College Book" 
stars in the 
Lisa Birnbach 
Comedy Hour 
Wednesday, February 27 
8:00 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom, Union 
UNIVERSITY   VILLAGE 
JL 
UNIVERSITY  COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
(Service Fraternity for Men & Women) 
-PIZZA RUSH- 
(An infofmational meeting about Alpha Phi Omega) 
Wednesday, Feb. 13 
Starts at 8:00 p.m. in Founder's Gold Lounge 
"AJ interested students welcome" 
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon would like to announce their 
Spring 1986 Fledge Class. 
Fred Arnold Brad Ban- 
Steve Cherko Dave Hudak 
Jerry Johnson Hal Knapp 
John AAcAlea Bob O'Neal 
Tim Plal Steve Rowe 
Mike Sieber Dave Tirpak 
Rob Young 
Welcome to lbs BOUK of the Heart!! 
BG Ncwi/Fcbruary 13,1185 » 
Beating the post-season rush 
Here's the first all-MAC roundball team of the year 
For those who have written off 
the Mid-American Conference 
basketball race because Ohio 
University has a two-game lead, 
take another look at the 
Bobcat's schedule. 
With road games at Toledo, 
Kent State and Miami - the next 
three teams in the league 
standings - lurking in the 
distance, OU players are far 
from slipping championship 
rings on their fingers. 
But as far as Bowling Green 
top spot. The last place Falcons 
are three games out of the MAC 
Tournament field, which pits the 
top seven finishers in the 
conference. 
With five games remaining, 
and KSU and UT on the road 
ahead, BG's chances of making 
the tourney are beat described 
by using a phrase BG coach 
John Weinert said last season 
about the Falcons making the 
NIT tournament: "Slim and 
none, and slim is packing his 
basketball fans are concerned, 
the only thing to look forward to 
is the look up from the bottom 
rung at the heated battle for the 
> with the season for all 
intents and purposes over for 
BG, the "post-season" ritual of 
selecting the all-MAC team is all 
that remains. For those media 
covering the top tier of the 
conference, they'll have to wait. 
Player of the year is between 
two men and the decision came 
is leading the nation in scoring 
at a 27.5 clip. But I don't like his 
Browns round 
out assistants 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleve- 
land Browns Coach Marty 
Schottenheimer on yesterday 
completed his staff of assistant 
coaches with the addition of 
Greg Landry as quarterback 
coach and Richard Mann as 
receivers' coach of the National 
Football League team. 
Schottenheimer took over as 
Browns coach halfway through 
the 1984 NFL season, when the 
team was 1-7 under former 
Coach Sam Rutigliano. Schot- 
tenhgeimer had been defensive 
coordinator. The Browns were 4- 
4 under Schottenheimer. 
Landry. 38, played Myears as 
a quarterback in the NFL for the 
Detroit Lions and Baltimore 
Colts. He spent two seasons in 
the United States Football 
League with the Chicago Blitz 
and Arizona Wrangers. 
He returned to the NFL late 
last season, starting one game 
for the Chicago Bears and com- 
pleting 11 of 20 passes for 199 
yards and a touchdown in a 30-13 
Bears' victory over the Detroit 
Lions. 
Landry's NFL statistics in- 
clude 1,276 completions in 2,300 
attempts for 16,052 yards, 98 
touchdown passes and 103 inter- 
ceptions. He also ran for 2,654 
C's and 20 touchdowns. His 
year  USFL  statistics  in- 
SORORITY RUSH 
INFORMATION NIGHT 
Wednesday, February 13 
9:00 p.m. 
116 BA Building 
Rush begins February 17 
QUESTIONS??? 
Call 372-2151 
or 372-7591 
th 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd     Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included'gas heat*laundry facilities 
•drapesacarpet*party & game room 
•swimming pool*sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
Plus gas & electric. 
Landlord pays water & sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-fumished $200-unfurnished 
Plus electric. 
Landlord pays gas heat, water, sewage 
Free membership to Cherrywood Halth Spa w/lease 
attitude on and off the court; 
he's selfish, arrogant and is not 
a team player. He once said that 
there is no player in the MAC 
that can go one-on-one with him. 
He's a coaches dream, but I'm 
not a coach. 
Ron Harper of Miami in that 
one-on-one challenge would 
make a lamb-slaughtering 
exhibiton out of it. Harper, a 
Junior, is the best all-around 
player in the MAC and can 
single-handedly bury any team. 
But that's not his style: Harper 
is a team player and also a 
winner off the court. He is 
averaging 24.4 ppg., and is 
leading the league in rebounds 
at 11.4 rpg. He gets the nod for 
player of the year. 
The all-MAC team this season 
will be the hardest decision to 
make in the history of the 
league. The amount of 
individual talent stacks up like a 
Dagwood Bumstead midnight 
snack. 
For this reason, the first team 
will have six members. 
Harper and Palombizio 
obviously head the list. Next is a 
tie between the mirror- 
like guards, Fred Cofield of 
Eastern Michigan and Anthony 
Grier of KSllBoth are 
averaging around 20 points and 
five assists per game. 
You cannot deny UT's Ken 
Epperson his place on the first 
team even though be is not 
having the vear many had 
expected ot him. The senior is a 
lame duck member and is 
another player who can single- 
handedly control a game. He is 
averaging about 18 ppg. and 
eight rebounds. 
The sixth is the surprise pick. 
This man is my type of player. 
He is strong and uses that to his 
advantage Tor fierce layups and 
"don't-hurt-me" intimidation. 
He is Don Petties, a criminally- 
underrated forward from 
can it 
don't 
BG 
litter! 
dude 471 completions in 783 at- 
tempts for 5,917 yards, 42 
touchdowns and 26 intercep- 
tions. 
"Greg has planned to become 
a coach ever since high school, 
and he's prepared accordingly," 
Schottenheimer said. 
Mann, 37, joins the Browns 
after having coached receivers 
the past three seasons with the 
Colts, first at Baltimore and 
then at Indianapolis.' 
"I thought he maximized the 
Colts' talent, arid we expect him 
to improve our receivers," 
Schottenheimer said. 
Only Howard Mudd, the offen- 
sive fine coach, return's from 
last year's Browns offensive 
coaching staff. Joe Pendry, has 
been hired as offensive coordi- 
nator and Steve Crosby was 
hired as assistant to the head 
coach and running backs coach. 
Only Tom Pratt, the defensive 
line coach, returns from last 
year's defensive coaches. Added 
were Tom Bettis to coach the 
secondary and Tom Oli vadotti to 
coach the linebackers. 
Bill Cowher, who played last 
season with the Philadelphia 
Eagles, was hired to coach the 
special teams. 
Hair Unlimited 
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center 
143 W. Wooster 353-3281 
European Sun Tanning Bed 
8 visits $35 
Plus 5 additional visits in tanning booth 
to provided needed Ultra Violet B rays to protect 
against burning 
Offer Good Till 2/28 
Fir Fir-Oul Fir Eltt Tur lirpiii 
call th ORIENT SPECIALIST 
1-800-221-1081 
Cultural visits to Japan's historical 
shrines and sites. Factory tours and 
industrial seminars - tor you to 
combine business with pleasure! 
14 days - JAPAN-BEIJING TOUR only S2 192" 
Your chance lo see the newly 
opened China1 
14 diys - JAPAN-HONG KONG TOUR only S2.076* 
Have Ihe shopping spree ol your life in 
labulous Hong Kong' 
•From Chicago or New York. All prices 
include round trip air fare on Japan Air Lines 
and first class hotel accomodations (based 
on double occupancy). 
88 PACIFICO CREATIVE SERVICE, INC. 22S North Michigan Ave.. Suite 1208. Chicago. IL 60601 \d 
fXflhle'IVtrilalftj 
DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND 
We Now Deliver 
TWO-FEE'S 
PIZZA 
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 5 - 11p.m. 
WEEKENDS 5p.m. - 1a.m. 
TWO 10" 
(with cheese) 
:49 51 
TWO 12" 
(with cheese) 
6?9 
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUT & DINE-IN 
(delivery within the city limits) 
COMBO SPECIAL 
LITE-SIZE'" PIZZA 
Bread sticks 
Med. Coke* 
or 
Mug of Beer 
-249 
MON. -THURS.  After 7p.m. 
BEER NITE 
WEDNESDAY 
5-8 p.m. 
GET 
MUGGED 
FOft 
LESS! 
354-3935 
300 E. WOOSTER 
Western Michigan. 
Petties is also a John Madden- 
type player in that he plays with 
his shirt tail out. He is averaging 
19 points and seven boards. Vic 
Alexander of OU is the same 
type of player, but missed the 
top team due to reoccuring leg 
injuries throughout the year. 
Heading the second team is 
freshman Kenny Battle fo 
Northern Illinois. Battle, 
another powerful forward, is 
averaging 21 points (fourth) and 
6.4 rebounds (10th) this season. 
Next is Bowling Green's Keith 
Taylor. Though his 21.4 ppg. 
average is third in the league 
and his quick feet allow him to 
be a nemisis on defense, he is a 
hot-and-cold player and his 
shooting percentage is below 
par. He has still been big asset to 
the Falcons and will be missed 
next season. 
Kent's Larry Robbins 
combines with first-teamer 
Grier to make the Flashes' 
backcourt the most feared in the 
conference. 
Six-nine center Vince Giles of 
EMU is averaging over IS ppg. 
and is third in the MAC in 
rebounding at 9.3 per outing. 
UT's Jay Gast rounds out the 
second team. The fiesty little 
guard has the best long-range 
shot in the conference. His 22- 
foot missies have downed many 
teams in the past. 
Rookie-of-the-y ear honor 
easily goes to Battle for his 
impact on the league in his first 
year of MAC play. BG's Anthony 
Robinson, among other 
youngsters around the league, 
will also become household 
names in the near future as 
Harper and Palombizio are now. 
Thus concludes the first all- 
MAC squad of the season. When 
the Falcons begin winning 
again, as their mass young 
talent shows they will, the 
awards will be given out to them 
at the end of the season. But 
until then, what does a BG 
basketball writer do? 
-SUDS & SUN- 
FORT LACIDERDALE SPRING BREAK 
8 days and 7 nights Kitchen 
Apartments by Bali Hai *Bath 
4, 6, or 8 occupancy    Color cable TV 
Shuttle van available 
Transportation via motorcoach 
-Also available separately for $95°° 
Contact: Troy Thomas 
324 Offenhauer-W   372-6420 
Extended one week) 
by popular demand 
Deadline Feb. 18 |ONLY'239 
SCHMELTZ PROPERTIES 
now renting for '85/86 school year 
CHARLESTON APTS. 
2 bedroom unfurnished 
MID AM MANOR 
2 bedroom furnished 
2 bedroom unfurnished 
DUPLEXES 
702 E. Wooster 
122 Frazee 
Dale Francis 
General Manager     352-4380 
641 3rd Street *4 
SENIOR SALUTE 
FRI-SAT 7:30 p.m. 
FALCONS vs. MIAMI 
RANDERSON 
GEORC 
ROLL 
ATTEND BOTH BG-MIAMI HOCKEY GAM 
THIS WEEKEND AND SALUTE THE SENIC 
MEMBERS OF THE TEAM WHO ARE PLAYING 
THEIR LAST REGULAR SEASON HOME 
GAMES. 
SEE fJAI. ATTRACTION SATURDAY NlfiHT- 
Freddie and Frieda Lose Their Heads!! 
.OMETCE FOR THE CCHA PLAYOFFS IS STILL 
XkHMALT%iXffaR SUPPORT ls "EE1EDI 
Classifieds BG Ncwi/February 13, 1035 IQ 
Feb  13. 1985 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Aloha Phi Omege- twice fraternity PIZZA 
RUSH • An aiformation meeting TONIGHT at 
8 00 pm m Founders Gold Lounge 
AMA C0N0MATIH.ATC* 
the Alpha Teu Omege tret for winning the AMA 
Stood Dnva Ctiaeengo ATO had 31% of its 
members contribute Arnold As Socwty came tn 
a ctoee aacond with 28% Congnlularions 
AT01 (Enjoy the keg) and thanks to even/one 
who helped OK"! 
ASSOCIAIKW FOR CAREER WOMEN 
KEEP SELLINQ THOSE RAFFLE TICKETS 
• WE'RE TORONTO BOUND • 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS 
QET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR FAVORITE AMA 
MEMBER BUY AS MANY TICKETS AS YOU 
CAN CARRY HOME. WIN A TR»? TO HAWAII 
OR AN ATARI HOME COMPUTER- IF YOU 
CAN'T   FIND    YOUR   FAVORITE   MEMBER. 
STOP IN THE BA BOOTH ON FRIDAYS.  
TAKE A CHANCE. ALL PROCEEDS ARE 
AIDING US IN GOING TO A NATIONAL 
CONVENTION IN NEW ORLEANS. 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
VALENTINE'S HAPPY HOURS. BRING YOUR 
FAVORITE SWEETHEART. CHECK BULLETIN 
BOARD FOR DETAILS.  
Commuter Otl-Campus Organisation general- 
meeting Wed Feb 13. 1230 pm. Mam 
Lounge. Moaeley Hal 
LEARN ABOUT NON VIOLENCE ml 
NICARAGUA TONIGHT- 8PM - 203 HAYES 
HALL   BOWLING GREEN PEACE COALITION 
NISA Nontradltlonal Student* Association 
meeting has been rescheduled for Wednes- 
day. (Wpm, second floor lounge of the 
Student Services Stag,  
PLANNING TO TAKE A LANGUAGE IN FALL 
1985' PLACEMENT TESTS WILL BE GIVEN 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 23. 1985. ROOM 
300 UNIVERSITY HALL AT 9 00 A M NO 
PRE-REGISTRATION IS NECESSARY IF 
YOU HAVE QUESTIONS CALL 2-2081." 
Would you like some EXCITEMENT In your 
collage career? Do you like lo TRAVEL end 
MEET NEW PEOPLE? Would you like lo do 
this without having to pay oul-ot-slsts lees or 
losing BGSU credit' Than learn about the 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE! Informs 
lion sessions are being new no*- contact 
1724)202 or 231 Administration for more 
Information.  Hurry-ipplicstlon  deadline  le 
February 211  
AMA HAPPY HOURS 
Valentine a Day. Thura 14th 
4-7 pm Mam SI Bar 
Faculty Invited 
AMA Membership cards checked at door 
Dress m fed white 
 Caieallona? Jon 354-8290  
LEARN   TAI CHI CHUAN 
Internal onercrsee. sword play Meeting Wed. 
Thura.  700pm UCF Center. 313 Thuratin 
tnlo 354-2820  
Travel to new places, meet new people, 
explore new courses . . you can do thla 
without paying out-of-atale lees or toeing 
BGSU credits through the NATIONAL 
STUDENT EXCHANGE! Information sessions 
are being held now- contact 3724)202 or 231 
Administration for more Information Hurry - - 
- the application deadline la eight deys awavl 
LOST 4 FOUND 
LOST 
Black coat at Howard's Friday rate  Haa Royal 
Bkje trim and buttons- size 9  Please return' 
Andree 2-4842  
I LOST A LADY S GREY WOOL COAT WITH A 
BURGUNDY PURSE CONTAINING ROOM 
KEY. SCHOOL ID. LICENSE. SSCARD. 
MACYS CARD AND RED CROSS CARO IF 
YOU PICKED THESE ITEMS UP AT THE 
FLOFaOA FUNG PLEASE CALL 372-5772 
ASK FOR HEATHER A REWARD WILL BE 
OFFERED    ___  
BARGAIN BOOK SALE" 
Large assortment rjf Poetical Science books on 
sale university Hall Wed. 2/13 and Tues. 
2/10. 10:30-2:30. Stop by and check out the 
great prices $1 00-hardcover and 50'- 
sottcover Both new and used books AH 
proceeds go towards BGSU MUN (Model 
United Nations) Progrsm  
RIDES 
Remember your first ride on a rotsrcooaler? 
Your first kiss' Some things in ate can't rust be 
explained They have to be experienced' Expe- 
rience ''Colege Life" Thurs . 7 30 P M Comp- 
ton Cat Lnge Sponsored by Campus Crusade 
tor Cttnst 
THE PEER NUTRITION CONSULTING SERV- 
ICE IS OPEN TODAY FROM 11:30 AM to 1:00 
PM IN THE STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER, 
ROOM 220 HEALTH CENTER. (24)302) 
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION IS HAVING 
A "VALENTINES DAY COFFEE HOURS" AT 
17 WILLIAMS HALL ON FEB 14th FROM 
2 00pm lo 5 00pm  
Needed tofrom Btoommgton IU   Feb   14-17 
Anne 2-1824  
Ride needed lo Wooeter Colege. weekend ol 
Feb  16 Can leave Fnoay. beck on Sun 354- 
8839 Gaa I ncludod  
Ride needed lo Ohio University  Feb 15-17 
WM help with gea SSt Can Shan 372-4484 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Summer Jobt: Veiowalone Grand Canyon. 
other National Parks Find out how Send 
$2 00 today to Summer Adventure. P O Box 
11036. Cincinnati. Oh 46211  
Fouta Typing 
Superior quality on a xerox memory writer 
SI-00/page   On campus pick-up (M-F) 4 00 
pm 669 2579  
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
t.ditrd b. Trudr Michel Jaffr 
ACROSS 
1 British Open 
winner 1964 
5 Role in 
■Anthony and 
Cleopatra" 
9 Under the 
influence 
14 Drat! animals 
15 Invalid 
16 Otttciai in 
ancient Rome 
1/ Stygian 
16 Having a claim 
to fame 
20 Dessert 
selection 
22 Ape unit 
23 Matinee time 
24 British novelist 
and clergyman 
25 Slraitiaced and 
stittnecked 
27 Sheiks land 
30 Pastors 
assistant 
34 Historian s 
suPiect 
37 Dogwood tree 
39 Moon valley 
40 Shorliy 
42 World 
weanness 
44 Memoersnip 
tees 
45 Student ot 
Xeno 
47 Great Italian 
poet 
49 The . 
RinehS't 
Hop wood plSy 
50 Plains of 
Argentina 
52 Poetic 
Contraction 
54 Piece ot 
marble 
56 ventilating slit 
60 island south ot 
Austral 
63 Shaping too's 
65 Part ol a shoe 
66 Poiar legion 
69 Small branch 
70 Concert grand 
71 Gallic zeal 
72 Mother 0' 
Helen ot Troy 
73 City m NE 
Illinois 
74 Realtors 
SlOCh 
75 Deiigntlui 
region 
DOWN 
i Ore deposit 5 
2 Precise 
3 Baiterma Paid 
4 Ottoman 
capita* 
5 Multiply 
6 Word on a Pans 
sheet map 
7 A friend in 
need 
8 Hibernate 
9 Welsh or to* 
10 Pea» near 
ancient Troy 
It   TneGreal 
Commoner 
12 Huge amount 
13 0>d name tor 
Tokyo 
19 Celtic minsnei 
21 Japanese DO* 
26 One ola 
G&Stno 
28 Secure by tying 
29 City m Shensi 
province 
31 PartotAKC 
32 Genus ol olive 
trees 
33 Hatchery 
34 Winged insect 
35 Architectural 
pier 
36 Chamber 
38 Mystic verse 
41 Cuts Short 
43 Venetians 
46 Container tor 
orew or stew 
48 College on me 
Thames 
51 Mediterranean 
vessel 
53 Hurry about 
55 Pepper plant 
57 Gave one's 
word of honor 
SB Ignore 
59 Lear  rote 
60 Wrapper said 
61 Dye plant 
62 Bachelor party 
64 Part o'the 
rural scene 
6? Cuckoo 
68 Grimalkin 
' 1 ! 
' 
~ 
i • 
1 
" 1 ' " I? n ■' ii " 
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TEST PREPARATION 
MCAT CLASSES STARTING NOW 
STANLEY H   KAPLAN ED   CTR 
3550 5ECOR. TOLEDO • 538-3701 
Don't let the bugs m your CS 100 eor MIS 200 
programs keep you from teeming Basic1 Cal 
Thomaa at 2-5956 tor tutoring at 5' per minute 
Experienced tax preperetlon $7 50- short form 
15-long 3520991 
Abortion, pregnancy tests 
student rales 
CENTER FOR CHOICE 
downtown Toledo 
419-255-7789 
OJ ANO SUPER SOUND 
SYSTEM AVAILABLE. 
CALL STEVE. 242 4682 
PERSONALS 
ALPHA CELTS   HAVE YOU FOUND YOUR 
VALENTINE SWEETHEARTS YET? CRUSH IS 
ONLY 2 DAYS AWAY'  
"AN OFFICER ANO A GENTLEMAN" 
SI SO Adms lor The Heert Fund 
Thursday. Feb 14, >:00 A 11:30 MM 
•AM. 
X0XOXOX0 
FOREVER 
LIVE BOCK AND ROLL TONIGHT 
HENRY "X" 
MAIN ST. 
CAROL OGLE. 
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU FOR 
PUTTING TOGETHER AN ABSOLUTELY FAN- 
TASTIC KD FORMAL' WE LOVE YOU" 
 LOVE IN A.O T , YOUR KD SISTERS 
Donna Grelz. you're the best Mite a big could 
ask lor1 (Just thought I'd let you know) 
Love, Karen 
Don't forget to buy your Valentine something 
special from Jeans N Things 531 Ridge Open 
tonrght IU 8 p m  
Air Guitar Bands' 
Your chance tor fame' 
 Cat 372-2343  
FALCON FLYERS 
Send e special message to someone   Only 
25' on sale Feb 14 In Unl.srslly H.ll 
Sponsored by SPEC.  
FEEL GOOD INSIDE 
"An Officer And A Gentlemen" 
Thurs. Feb. 14, t:00 A 11:30 MSB 11.50 
FEEL LUCKY? 
SOMEONE WILL WIN $939 
 JUST MWrIT BE YOU1  
GAMMA PHI DATE PARTY 
GAMMA PHI OATE PARTY 
 OAMMA PHI DAT! PARTY  
HE KNOWS YOU'LL BE THERE' 
CRAKS KARGES 
THURS FEB 14. 8 00 PM 
GRAND BALLROOM 
FREE 
Hes drop/add coueod your graduation dale to 
be delayed? It so cell or write Undergraduate 
Student Government 405 Student Services 
37241324  
GREEN BEANS ARE COMING' 
ASSISTANT 
EDITOR 
Downtown Detroit reference 
book publisher is seeking 
editorial candidates fo do 
research and writing tof our 
books Required is a 
Bachelor s Degree in 
English with training and 
interest in contemporary 
literature Also required ate 
proofreading skills and 
typing skills ot 35 wpm 
Salary starts at $8007mo 
with periodic increases and 
a comprehensive benelit 
program Please send 
resume transcripts (it 
avaiiablei along with literary 
nonreturnabte col'ege paper 
(not poetry or short story) to 
Publisher 
PO Box 2629 
Dept l 
Detroit Ml 48231 
Equal Opportunity 
Employer M/F 
Hole beloo. Qretchen. Dot. Fhore. ENY- 
Wel another party la past a we al share more 
memories.get out' Sundance burntoe. the 
uaual. I'm planning on getting a grit from hen; 
you people are too much- you're making my 
aentor year the best 
SuaEnno  
Hey al you OZ'e Think Saturday' Think Date 
party! TNnfc Red' Think Ml are red HOTI 
"It wee great when ft all began. I wee a 
rsguler Franky Ian." Thank you one and al 
who. above and beyond the eel of duly, 
enawerod by ptee of deaperetton You survived 
'leaky Indoor plumbing" and the Ethropeui rice 
storm' A specwl monks lo Tom, Gary. Linda. 
Karen. Mary Use. Cane. Atari, and the UAO 
craw that made It work 
A "toeet to you am- 'orl 
Congrats on your Initiation Into K D a on being 
elected Tradfttona'  So now you know what 
APT means huh? Hoklt  
Juee Fader. You're Delta Zeta slaters are so 
proud ol you for being chosen for B G a touring 
choe' Good Job'  
JO- May your coffee cup always be KM. May 
you never rrnes The Kids, and may Babe alweys 
be on your radio Happy B day" 
C.B. and CO. 
Laura Schnrtter. Your Delta Zeta slaters are so 
proud of you tor being elected Panheeenic 
Couriers Vice President of Membership 
Development!  
UKrte. 
The BLC stm.ee again' Through al the B.B 
games, men, pizza's, men. late night tasuu,?). 
and the Moat men. we've survived'" As the 
motto goes, Together 
Alpha Chi Love. Stephanie 
P S I LOVE YOU . I LOVE YOU (pet the Nnt?| 
A« Guitar Bands' 
Your chance for feme! 
 Cal 372-2343  
MISS MINNESOTA. 
Thai purely unbieeed bystander haa no doubt- 
that you I come back a winner- no metier what 
the outcome! I wfah I could help you half as 
much aa you did me You'l be In my thoughts'- 
Valerie  
MORTER BOARD? 
WHAT'S THAT 
 KatM Kainainger knows.  
MOHTER BOARD 
CAN BE A BALL! 
 Just ask Sieve Hop  
Mr Eroy Meter- wet be speaking on how YOU 
can become involved with your organization- 
N.A.S.W. (National Association ol Social Work- 
ers} sponsored by S.OSW Feb 13th- 
9 00pm- 204 Moaeley Hal 
Perm Special 
$25 00 includes cut a styling 
Cal Arm at Family Ha* Affair 
353-4333 702 Sand Ridge 
Good thru 2/28 
HE KNOWS YOU'LL BE THERE' 
CRAK3 KARGES 
THURS FEB 14. 8 00 PM 
GRAND BALLROOM 
FREE 
SNAUSAQES 
SNAUSAOES 
SNAUSAGEJ 
SNAUSAOES 
SNAUSAOES 
SNAUSAOES 
LIVE ROCK ANO ROLL TOfwOHT 
HENRY "X" 
MAIN ST. 
SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO Ipm 
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY 
TO SERVI YOUI  
SEE "AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN" 
T0MM0RR0W AT 9:00 AND 11:30 IN 210 
MATH SCIENCE. ADMISSION IS ONLY 11.50. 
DO IT FOR YOUR VALENTINE . ALL 
PROCEEDS GO TO THE AMERICAN HEART 
ASSOCIATION. 
ON 
SMNE ON GAMMA PHII 
Skoal. 
Thanks   tor something reHy special     thanks 
for being you! 
T__ 
Has oropfedd ceueed your graduation dete to 
be delayed? If so cell or write Undergraduate 
Student Government 405 Student Services 
172-0S14  
SMcy and Tom. 
Congratulations on a successful Florida Fang! 
20 kega? We can do better next year! Look out 
lor Fang 86 Brtler 
NUMBER 
ONE 
~^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^(^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
"THATS A LOT OF MONEY i" 
USA'S TuTTION RAFFLE 
 ENDS FEBRUARY 18 
The eMers at ALpha XI Delta would Mia to 
congratulate Eyerie Horton on receiving the 
highest O.P.I in her pledge class. 
-Your Alpha XI Sleeera 
ThetaChta 
Whooo had Inn leal Friday night? AXO'a wouk) 
Ike to sey "we tied a great time." Let's get 
together again (end theft no bull) Love. AXO'a 
Tedd end Sara, 
Setixdey we'll pick you up at I. So don't 
forget about our dete. With Alpha Dells, the 
fun'i e must, so alt beck, rates end leave the 
driving to us 
Love. Ihe Unknown Dates 
TOE NAIL 
HAPPY 22nd BIFITHOAYt 
HAVE A GREAT OAYII 
LOVE, MAHCIA 
TONIGHT' 
Brathsua presents 
The music ol Mick Payne 
UPTOWN* «h ANNIVERSARY PARTY BAT., 
FE1II GET THERE EARLY- 1st 100 IN THE 
DOOR OET SPECIAL EDITION T-SHIRTS. 
EVERYONE ELSE GETS DOOR PRIZES 
INCLUDING HATS, T-SHIRTS 1 BEER 
MUOS S-S put  
Valentines cerde - SDckera - Pine - Earrlnge 
Mugs- Suckers - Panda - Key Chans 
Jeens N Things Open tonight M 8pm  
Volerrtnee Day Special St.to 
"An Officer And A Gentlemen" 
Thureday, Feb. 14,1:00 A n:J0 MSI 
WHAT IS 
MORTER BOARD? 
Aek Patty DeCheaS' 
WHAT? 
SPEAK LOUOERI 
Are you having trouble hearing? Are you always 
asking people to repeat whet they aakf? Come 
to the FREE hearing screening sponsored by 
the National Student Speech Language Hoofing 
Aasocialion Feb 12, 13 and 14 12:303 00 
In 338 South Hal 
LIVE ROCK ANO ROLL TONIGHT 
HENRY "X" 
MAIN ST. 
YOU'RE INVITED TO UPTOWN'S >th 
AStNTvlTOARY PARTY. SAT. FEB 16, ALL- 
VOU-CAN-EAT   DOMINO'S   PIZZA.   ALL 
YOU CIM DRINK DRAFT. S4 ADMISSION 
DO YOU JIGGLE WHEN YOU SHOULD 
WIGGLE??? 
Lose nose unwanted pounds before bourn 
eeason. Try our eaay. affordable weight control 
program- 100S guaranteed Wl be m Room 
107 Henne Hal on Thursday mght at 6 00   Ask 
tor SIT/ or cal 1 800 452-2600 a<1 567 for 
eppt t «ilei»le«.  
SrjROfaTY RUSH INFO. WTE 
WEDNESDAY, FES 11 
M0 
110 B.A. BLDQ. 
• RUSH BEGINS FEB. 17 • 
IF YOU CAN'T ATTEND ON FEB 13 
OR HAVE OUESTIONS- 
 CALL 172-2181 or 354-7M1  
HELPI THREE OWLS NEED NC4I-SMOKING 
F. RMMTE FOR SP. SEMESTER. LOW RATE. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL LISA 1S44KT21 
Unique Valentine Grits 
Kleevers Jewelers 
 353 68B1  
SPFSNG BREAK HURRY! South Padre end 
Steamboat are aold out - but there's sti a Ittte 
space left M Daytona Beach starting at S78. 
Mustang Island/Port Aranaaa for Si 19 and 
Corpus Christ al $79 DON'T WATT ANY 
LONGER — CALL SUNCHASE TOURS TODAY 
TOa FREE 1 800 321-5911 or contact your 
local campus repreeentattve or travel agency. 
HURRY' 
WANTED 
Female rmmte needed Own room 2/bdrm. Apt. 
SI25Vmo- 8th S High Feb rent FREE Heeflh 
Spa mem ship FREE  Cal Card cosset 999 
82S6  
Needed immed  1 Respon F Rmmt lor 85 86 
yr BeeuWul Apt Cal Saly 2-4925  
2 F. roommatea needed for 86-88 year. Cal 
Sharon or Carol. 364-8485  
rfoontrnalB neaoad lor Sprtrig/Summar 
Apt Comer of S Colege A Napoleon, 
near drive-thru neeaonatls. Cal Don 
or Damon 364-8141  
Mate roommate needed desperately for Spring 
85 Fum., US). S cable pd. 2nd A high. Great 
roomtnatea 354-6088  
F rrnle needed Immed Own room S1067mo. 
al UK included Washer/Dryer Cal an 362- 
6090 or STOP BY 312 Oough upausrs and 
leave mosssge.  
1 F rmte needed IMMEDIATELY Lge Fur- 
rashad Apt. Cloee to campus Cal Sue 353 
023»   
HELP WANTED 
I, I14-S39.000' Steward 
aaaas neaervesoreatl Worldwide' Cal lor 
Guide.   Directory.  Newsletter    1 (916)  944 
4444 x BO Air  
Computers. Various poeltlone avaasbU Isrtng 
now Col 471-1440 Job Exchange Smol lee 
CRUfSESHIPS HMNG. S16-S30.000! Cerri- 
bean. Hawaii. World Cast tor Guide. Directory. 
Ne. ate nor 1(916) 944-4444 x BG Cruts*. 
Marketing RepreeerMeve   w» train   Orowlh 
oriented    Cal   471-1440    JOB   Exchange 
Smelroo 
Production Engineer TV. S16.000 
17,60000 yearly Cal 4711440 Job ex 
change Smol too 
"rogreealva company seeking ambitious mov 
vtduel for summer employment. Enoelent expe- 
rtence lor the buatness-mlnded Individual 
Pursuing a business degree. Wl involve the 
orjcrrjrtetlon of outings and special events 
Minimum of two years of undergraduate study 
and flexible hours a must Send personal 
Information or resume to; Geauga Lake Person- 
rsei Dept. 1060 Aurora Rd . Aurure. OH 
44202 
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, northeeetern 
Penna Co*d chsdran'e camp Wa wl sMr- 
view on Camp Day Tuesday. March 5th Wine 
12 Aeeverd St. Lido Beech, NY 115*1 
(include your telephone number) or cal 516- 
889-3217 
GOVERNMENT JOBS S15.000$50.000(yr 
PoeeMe Al occupations CM 1-805-687 
6000 Eid. R 9840 lor nlorrnatlon 
PoettlonopentorfemeleWSI al gala summer 
camp Black River Ranch. Croawel. Ml (313) 
87g-2505 
"A^u*"*"  Wl train and experienced  Cal 
471-1440 Job exchonoa Smal lee 
Boy Scout Camp needs Ecology Director, 
Field Sports Director. Henocrafl Director. 
Aeeietant Fields Sports Director and 
AMartarit Ecology Director Cal 
410-341-7293 lo set up ntervfw 
FOR SALE 
Mobes home In Gypsy Lane, 2 bdrm . 10 x 50 
Save rent a busd equity. Asking S3.300 
352-1731 after 5 or weekend 
Twin bed • rrtatrreaa ft spring S40? 354-8111 
For Sale: Component Stereo, »700. 
Microwave Oven. 1200. Must sell. Call inM 
'82 Ford EXP. Cvceaent conation 354-1302 
'78 Toyota Corrooa, good meeege Musi aatll 
Best offer 352-9128 
Ladles red ROFFE ski pants   Bib style   Size 
smal 362-4376 
«BM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. VERY GOOD 
CONOrnON, S250 CAU 352-1765 
FOR RENT 
CARTY RENTALS 
House- 926 E Wooster 
4 bedroom for 8 students 
Apia- 311 E Merry St 
2 bedroom for 4 students 
(tnc heat, cable, water A sewage) 
S130/eech SSSS/eemeeter 
630 N   Sumrrvt   5125/eech 
3manapta-318E Merry St 
Summer Rentaas at SpecM Ratee for 
Houaea.-Roome -Apis. 
Olflce Hours 11-4 pm al 316 E Merry -Apt 3 
or phono anytime lot inlo 352-7365 
FURN RM— UTS., FUR  1- CLOSE TO CAM- 
PUS CALL KIM 3530314 
One and two bedroom apartments/housss 
cloee to campus S and V Rentals 9am 3pm 
352-7454 After 5pm eel 832-7565 
2    Beam  Apt. S  Mem St . S250 plus uU.. 
eel 8 10 * M  354-7288 
Apartments. Houses. Duplexes 
Cal 364-2260 or 362-6553 
John Newtove Reel Estate 
319 E   Wooeter 
Housee t Apia   tor   1985-86 school veer. 
Srmth-Bogga  Rentals   352 94 57  btwn    12 
4pm or 332 8917 after 6 QQpm  
Ao)aeent Campus cozy.furnished, studio apt 
AVAUVBU NOW!! Ideal lor one person, possi- 
ble for two $200 00 plus utaVJaa. 352-7505 
exl 49 after 5 30 pm 362-3406  
Need F students to fat epts and housee Aval 
now Noot campus Ph-352-7365  
Apt for Rent for Spring Semester. 
2 bedroom. luHy htm. apt Heat. Cable T.V. 
hookup,   water  paid  by  owner.  Ctoee  to 
campus. Cats 112-7112 ask let Rsoh. 
THURSTIN APARTMENTS 
AB CONrXTK>«NO. FULLY CARPETED. CA- 
BLEVtSkON, EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACILI- 
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER A FALL 
451 THURSTU AVE 352-5435 
SUMMER/FALL RENTALS 
2 - Bedroom.  A.C.,  fully  furnished apart- 
ments.    Comei4eiil    location,    reaaonable 
retes CeM 162-4M4 
2 bedroom epta. a aaanls Date 352 4380 
ROCKLEDOE MANOR 
Large 2 bdrm , fum apt 
Ashwaeher. extra storage 
Comer of S. Colege t Sixth 
Cal 3523841 12-4 or 354-2260 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Fal 1985 
2 bdrm. fum. apt. 
352-2863 
NOW - SUM — FALL 
FURN APART- UTeL. PAID  1 OR 2- CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS CALL KIM 353-0314 
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS Cloee to Cam- 
pus for Summer 1 MS and 'IS-SS school yaer. 
1-217-1141 
Mess a— sory Mssssss) te gesarspklcal lecetlen el oaperias sad sselleeilty swrlnt seek season. 
Daytona Beach 
$209 
Fort Lauderdale 
Fort Walton Boach $179 
K<<<<*:<tiXX^:w<^^tt&^ 
I ^ oastal ■-#.    tours 
Florida Getaway 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL: 
TODD 354-8214 
Includtd: 
•NOP. slop to FLORIDA 
•BY06 Parly Enroute 
•Oceanlront accomodatlons on the atrip 
•Macounts form area merchants lor attractions, 
raatauranta and stores 
•Diacounta ol SUN SOLUTIONS eurtUn products 
•Pool dock promotional parties sponsored by 
ma(or companlea 
•Deluxe buses with sir condlttonlnB, reclining 
seats and reelrooms, mosl even lv»o stsreos 
OPTIONAL TOURS IN FLORIDA 
•WALT DISNEY WOULD     >SEA WORLD 
•EPCOT CENTER eCAPE KENNEDY 
•WET S WILD •MAMNELAND 
•GROUP DMNER .PARTY SHIP CRUISE 
